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LISTA DE VERIFICAÇÃO BASEADA EM QUESTÕES PARA AVALIAR A QUALIDADE DE CENÁRIOS BDD

RESUMO

Tradicionalmente, a engenharia de requisitos se baseia na execução sequencial de atividades. Por outro lado, a engenharia de requisitos em metodologias ágeis é informal. Projetos ágeis são bem sucedidos “sem requisitos” graças ao fato de que casos de teste são comumentemente vistos como requisitos e de que requisitos são detalhados como casos de teste que servem também para validar e aceitar cada funcionalidade. Um dos formato destes testes de aceitação são cenários criados a partir da técnica de desenvolvimento orientado a comportamento (do inglês, behavior-driven development, BDD). Estes cenários ajudam a evitar problemas de comunicação entre especialistas de domínio e programadores, já que estes cenários são escritos numa linguagem comum a esses dois grupos, permitindo um caminho menos ambíguo dos requisitos de negócio para a especificação do comportamento do um software. Entretanto, aqueles que formalizam cenários BDD não possuem um conjunto padrão de regras para se familiarizarem com o conceito de um “bom” cenário, o que pode permitir que cenários BDD sofram de problemas conhecidos pela engenharia de requisitos, tais como requisitos incompletos, mal especificados ou inconsistentes. Portanto, para preencher essa lacuna, nessa pesquisa foram coletados dados de entrevistas semi-estruturadas com praticantes de BDD para propormos uma lista de verificação baseada em questões com 12 perguntas associadas a 8 atributos de qualidade. Esse instrumento deve prover aos praticantes de BDD orientações padronizadas para o refinamento de seus cenários.

Palavras Chave: Behavior-Driven Development, qualidade de requisitos, técnica de leitura.
Traditional requirements engineering approaches are based on a sequential execution of activities. In the other hand, requirements engineering in agile development is informal. Agile projects succeed “without requirements” due to the fact that test cases are commonly viewed as requirements and detailed requirements are documented as test cases that also validate and accept each feature. One format of those acceptance test cases is Behavior-Driven Development scenarios. Those scenarios help to avoid communication problems between the domain experts and programmers on the team, as they are defined using a common language that allows for an easy, less ambiguous path from end-user business requirements to the specification of how the software should behave. However, those who formalize BDD scenarios do not have a standard set of rules to educate themselves on what a “good” BDD scenario is, which can allow BDD scenarios to suffer from other known problems in requirement engineering such as incomplete, underspecified and inconsistent requirements. Therefore, to fill that gap, this research gathered data from semi-structures interviews performed with BDD practitioners to propose a question-based checklist based on 8 newly defined quality attributes. This question-based checklist provides practitioners with an standard guideline for BDD scenarios’ refinement.

**Keywords:** Behavior-Driven Development, requirements quality, quality inspection, reading technique.
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1. **INTRODUCTION**

Traditional requirements engineering (RE) approaches, sometimes known as up-front RE approaches, are based on a sequential execution of elicitation, analysis, specification, verification and validation activities [16]. On the other hand, requirements engineering in agile development is informal and based on the skills and tacit knowledge of individuals [16]. Based on observations of 3 companies, agile development projects often manage well without extensive requirements due to the fact that test cases are commonly viewed as requirements and detailed requirements are documented as test cases [3]. One format of test cases as requirements identified on Bjarnason et. al [3] study is Behavior-Driven Development scenarios.

Behavior-Driven Development (BDD) is an umbrella term to describe a set of practices that uses scenarios as an ubiquitous language to describe and model a system [34]. BDD scenarios, a known format of acceptance tests [11], are expressed in a format known as Gherkin, which is designed to be both easily understandable for business stakeholders and easy to automate using dedicated tools [34]. Smart [34] states that bringing business and technical parties together to talk about the same document helps to build the right software (the one that meets customer needs), a thought reinforced by Wynne and Hellesoy [38] when saying that acceptance tests ensure a team to build the right thing.

Wynne and Hellesoy [38] understand that many software projects suffer from low-quality communication between the domain experts and programmers on the team, a known RE problem [10]. BDD scenarios help to avoid this problem by building scenarios in a common language that allows for an easy, less ambiguous path from end-user business requirements to scenarios that specify how the software should behave and guide the developers in building a working software with features that really matter to the business [34].

To the best of our knowledge, writers of BDD scenarios, those who formalize BDD scenarios on software development teams, do not have a standard set of rules to educate themselves on what a "good" BDD scenario is. They can only compare their work with a few guidelines and examples of "good" and "bad" scenarios found on Smart’s book [34], Wynne and Hellesoy’s book [38], and other informal internet references. This comparison can be misguided, as the writer’s application context may not be comparable to the books’ examples context, and incomplete, as the few guidelines are neither a set of enforcement rules [30] nor a questionnaire, as the one existent for use cases [4].

Due to that fact, we fear that BDD scenarios mitigation of RE communication problems, during the discovery and definition of features [35], may be lost due to unguided formalization of those features in the form of BDD scenarios, which may lead to other known problems in requirement engineering such as incomplete, underspecified and inconsistent requirements [10].

We believe that structuring the tacit knowledge of BDD practitioners could enhance the already existing guidelines from other sources (e.g., [34][38]) and the practitioners’ ability to evaluate their own BDD scenarios’ quality.
1.1 Research Goal

To avoid BDD scenarios’ unguided formalization to suffer from problems such as incomplete, underspecified and inconsistent requirements [10], the main goal of this research is to provide a set of criteria suited to evaluate BDD scenarios and the proper guidance to use those criteria effectively to generate the input of scenarios’ refinement sessions. To achieve that, we first identified the quality attributes that describe a good BDD scenario and later arranged them into a guideline accessible to be used by members of a software development team. Our proposed question-based checklist is similar to the one used by Cockburn on use cases [4].

1.2 Research Method Overview

To accomplish our goal, an empirical qualitative-based research was conducted, using thematic analysis to derive insights from a field study using semi-structured interviews.

To avoid our findings to suffer from the effect of practitioners’ plurality of terms when describing similar good or bad practices, we guided our interviews with a sub-set of literature-informed quality attributes with the goal to motivate participants to think about those unified terms, criticize them, suggest better alternatives, and map their own criteria to those terms in the hope that those literature quality attributes are judged appropriated to evaluate BDD scenarios.

Our initial list of quality attributes came from a literature review, which stated that traditional requirements’ quality attributes [17][18] and the INVEST[5] acronym were used with agile requirements. In order to acquire some knowledge about how evaluators judge the quality of BDD scenarios using those attributes, we organized a pilot study with 15 graduate students. The output of this study [26] was the sub-set of literature-informed quality attributes that we used to guide the interviews and acquire 18 practitioners’ opinions.

Additionally, to aid practitioners realize their own quality criteria, we asked them to evaluate real-life examples of BDD scenarios, taken from the Diaspora\(^1\) open source project. If they were short on answers, we provoked their thoughts with a list of criteria taken from Smart’s experiences [34] and Wynne and Hellesoy’s experiences [38], the only informal references available we know of.

Those literature-informed quality attributes and criteria from Smart [34] and Wynne and Hellesoy [38] experiences were used as as the initial set of codes for our thematic analysis. We refined these codes with the practitioners’ interpretations of the literature-informed quality attributes and their own personal criteria during our cyclical analysis, resulting in themes represented by the newly-labeled quality attributes that compose our proposed question-based checklist as presented in this thesis work.

\(^{1}\)https://diasporafoundation.org/
1.3 Main Contributions

This thesis proposes a question-based checklist (main contribution), organized into three scope levels (feature, scenario and steps level), presented along with a proof of concept to demonstrate its feasibility in Chapter 5. The questions from that question-based checklist are based on newly-defined quality attributes (second main contribution) identified in the practitioner’s interviews, presented in Chapter 4.

In addition, this thesis also contributes to the literature as follows:

- *On the Empirical Evaluation of BDD Scenarios Quality: Preliminary Findings of an Empirical Study* paper reported in the Workshop on Empirical Requirements Engineering in conjunction with the 2017 International Requirements Engineering Conference [26];

- *On the Understanding of BDD Scenarios’ Quality: Preliminary Practitioners’ Opinions* paper reported in the 2018 International Working Conference on Requirements Engineering [27].

1.4 Document Outline

The remainder of this document is organized as follows:

- **Chapter 2 - Background**: presents the theoretical background on traditional and agile requirements and how their quality can be evaluated;

- **Chapter 3 - Research Methodology**: presents the research methodology, describing the adopted research, data collection, and analysis methods;

- **Chapter 4 - Interview Results**: describes the key findings from the interviews with practitioners in the form of newly-redefined quality attributes;

- **Chapter 5 - Proposed Question-Based Checklist**: presents the question-based checklist organized by distinct levels of abstraction (feature, scenario and steps) and by the newly redefined quality attributes. A proof of concept is used to exemplify the feasibility of use of the proposed checklist;

- **Chapter 6 - Final Considerations**: explores the major contributions, inherent limitations, and outlines possible future research in the area.
2. BACKGROUND

Before delving into different ways of writing “good” BDD scenarios, this chapter presents some concepts such as the criteria to evaluate traditional requirements quality, how that evaluation is performed, what are agile requirements, how BDD is connected to it, and what a BDD scenario is.

2.1 Traditional Requirements

A requirement is either a condition or capacity necessary to solve a problem or reach a goal for an interested party or some characteristic that a solution or component should possess or acquire in order to fulfill some form of contract [17]. In our research, we focus on the later, solution requirements, which describes the capabilities of a solution and provide the appropriate level of details to allow the proper implementation of that solution. More precisely, we focus on functional requirements, that describes the capabilities a solution must have in terms of system behaviors.

One common format to represent solution functional requirements is through use cases. Cockburn [4] states that a use case captures a contract between the stakeholders of a system about its behavior and describes the system’s behavior under various conditions by interacting with one of the stakeholders (the primary actor, who wants to perform an action and achieve a certain goal). In addition to the primary actor, who interacts with the system, a use case consists of: the scope, that identifies the system that under construction; the preconditions, that state what must be true before and after the use case runs; the main success scenario, where a usage scenario where nothing goes wrong is described; and the extensions section, that describes what can happen differently during that scenario.

A single use case example can be found in Figure 2.1, provided by Williams et. al [36]. Note that some of the elements described by Cockburn [4] are missing – namely the scope and the main actor. Having missing elements is accepted by Cockburn, who states that one should select a format that the writers and the readers can all be comfortable with and not worry too much to adhering to an standard model.

2.1.1 Traditional Requirements Quality

Requirements validation is a phase on traditional RE process that is known to support requirements elicitation, requirements analysis and requirements specification activities by identifying and correcting errors in the requirements [16]. Génova [12] states that quality indicators must not provide numerical evaluations only, but first of all they must point out concrete defects and provide suggestions for improvement, just like a spell and grammar checker can help to improve the quality of a text. For Davis [8], a perfect software requirements specification is impossible as some qualities
may be achieved only on the expense of others. The author also implies that one must be careful to recognize that although quality is attainable, perfection is not.

The Business Analyst Body of Knowledge (BABOK) [18] states that, while quality is ultimately determined by the needs of the stakeholders who will use the requirements or the designs, acceptable quality requirements exhibit many characteristics. BABOK’s second edition [17] describes eight characteristics a requirement must have in order to be a quality one, as follows: adaptability, cohesion, completeness, consistency, correction, testability, unambiguity, and viability. BABOK’s third edition [18] brings nine: atomic, complete, consistent, concise, feasible, prioritized, testable, unambiguous, and understandable. Both editions [17][18] define what each characteristic means, but do not provide any measurement guidance.

Use cases quality is discussed in details by Phalp et. al [30]. Their study summarizes prior work on use cases quality (such as the rules found by Cockburn [4]) and proposes refined rules based on discourse process theory, such as avoiding the use of pronouns, use active voice over passive one, achieve simplicity trough avoiding to use negative forms, adjectives and adverbs, use of discourse cues, and the effect of readers background and goals. Also, desirable quality attributes of use cases are listed, that may be suited for certain project phases but not others as follows: standard format, completeness, conciseness, accuracy, logic, coherence, appropriate level of detail, consistent level of abstraction, readability, use of natural language, and embellishment. The authors create rules, that should be enforced and must be obeyed, and guidelines, which indicate an ideal that cannot always be followed, that could best produce those attributes.

El-Attar and Miller [9] present another list of use cases qualities attributes - this time, applied to use case diagrams. The list contains the following attributes: consistency, correctness and completeness, fault-free, analytical, and understandability. Along with the attributes, the authors had performed a systematic literature review and identified 61 unique guidelines, heuristics and rules for these format of requirements, that were synthesized and compiled into a set of 21 anti-patterns,
a literary form that describes a commonly occurring solution to a problem that generates decidedly negative consequences.

2.1.2 Reviews and Inspections

BABOK’s 3rd edition [18] argues that one way to validate quality characteristics is through a review, as they can help identify defects early in the work product life cycle, eliminating the need for expensive removal of defects discovered later in the life cycle.

Melo et. al [25] state that software review activities can be applied at many points during the software development process and can be used to discover defects in any type of deliverables or internal work products. Thus, software review activities have the “purification effect” of software artifacts as an objective. Inspection, a form of review, is a rigorous defect detection process. The advantages of this inspection review process are: there is an effective mistake detection mechanism; qualitative and quantitative project feedback is given earlier; and a record of the inspection is kept, allowing the evaluation of the task performed [25].

Laitenberger [23] expects that inspection results depend on inspection participants themselves and their strategies for understanding the inspected artifact. Therefore, supporting inspection participants (inspectors) with particular techniques that help them detect defects in software products may increase the effectiveness of an inspection team. Such techniques are referred as reading techniques.

Zhu [39] describes software inspection as a formalized peer review process applicable to any software artifact. According to him, it is widely established that software inspection is effective (it finds many defects), efficient (low cost per defect), and practical (easy to carry out). The immediate benefit of software review is to detect and fix errors or problems in software artifacts, which become more readable and maintainable [39].

Zhu [39] states that software review is primarily an individual effort and the kinds of reading techniques the individual uses are paramount to the outcome and effectiveness of software review. This thought is reinforced by Shull and colleagues [33], as these authors state that, while typical inspections require individuals to review a particular artifact to next meet as a team to discuss and record defects, empirical evidence has questioned the importance of team meetings by showing that meetings do not contribute to finding a significant number of new defects that were not already found by individual reviewers.

2.1.3 Reading Techniques

A software reading technique is a series of steps for the individual analysis of a textual software product to achieve the understanding needed for a particular task - thus demonstrating that reading has a purpose and is an individual activity [39] [33]. For Melo et. al [25], those techniques
attempt to capture knowledge about best practices for defect detection into a procedure that can be followed and also to achieve the understanding needed for a particular task. In a sense, a reading technique can be regarded as a mechanism or strategy for the individual inspector to detect defects in the inspected product [23].

Shull et al. [33] declare that software reading techniques can be applied to improve the effectiveness of software inspections by improving the effectiveness of individual reviewers. Zhu [39] further defines that a series of steps is a set of instructions that guide the reader how to read the artifacts, what areas to focus on and what problems to look for, while Shull et. al [33] define them as two components: (a) a concrete procedure that can be followed to focus on only the information in the review document that is important for the quality aspects of interest, and (b) questions that explicitly ask the reader to think about the information just uncovered in order to find defects. For the purpose of our research, we use Shull et. al’s definition [33] to motivate the organization of our proposed question-based checklist.

The most widely used format of reading technique are checklists [39]. Zhu defines it as a list of questions to provide reviewers with hints and recommendations for finding defects during the examination of software artifacts. Since a question can be rephrased as an imperative sentence, the checklist does not have to be composed of questions only - matching his flexible definition for reading techniques. One example of checklist is the questionnaire used by Cockburn [4] to evaluate the quality of Use Cases, shown in Figure 2.2.

Laitenberger [23] found that ad-hoc reading and checklist-based reading are the most popular reading techniques used today for defect detection during inspection. Ad-hoc reading offers very little reading support at all since a software product is simply given to inspectors without any direction or guidelines on how to proceed through it and what to look for. It does not, however, mean that inspection participants do not scrutinize the inspected product systematically. The word "ad-hoc" refers to the fact that no technique is used to support the reviewers on the problem of how to detect defects in a software artifact – defect detection fully depends on the skill, the knowledge, and the experience of the reviewer. Training sessions may help subjects develop some of these capabilities to alleviate the lack of reading support.

Checklists offer stronger support in the form of questions. Although reading support in the form of a list of questions is better than none, Laitenberger [23] considers several weaknesses on checklist-based reading, as follows: the questions are often general and not sufficiently tailored to a particular development environment; concrete instructions on how to use a checklist are often missing, that is, it is often unclear when and based on what information an inspector is to answer a particular checklist question; and questions are often limited to the detection of defects that are based on past defect information.

For our purposes, we decided that having an instrument similar to Cockburn’s checklist [4] in the form of question-based checklist to evaluate the quality of use cases is a reasonable first step to bring reading techniques to BDD scenarios.
2.2 Agile Requirements

Agile software development methods take a different approach to RE and communication than the traditional RE approaches that are mostly based on formal documents and defined phases.
Through the mapping of a systematic literature reviews on the subject, Heikkila and colleagues [16] have pointed out some benefits and challenges for RE on agile contexts.

Two important challenges to note in the Heikkila and colleagues study [16] are the insufficiency of the user story format and the reliance on tacit requirements knowledge. The first challenge comes from the fact that user stories do not convey enough information for software design and separate systems and subsystem are required to fill that hole. The second challenge is due to the fact that requirements knowledge is mostly tacit. Section 2.2.1 will describe user stories to help on the understanding of those problems, while Section 2.2.2 will describe acceptance tests, a way to express requirements details that do not fit the user story model.

The need to better describe those tests and how they bound together with user stories is reinforced by Bjarnason et. al [3], who described how tests are used as requirements on agile contexts. One of the companies on their study uses a BDD approach, where requirements are documented upfront as automated acceptance test cases as part of the elicitation process and are expressed in a structured format in a way that the specification can be executable. This approach is explained in details in Section 2.2.3.

2.2.1 User Stories

Traditional RE activities have become too abstract and moved away from how people ordinarily learn and communicate - too far away from storytelling, something that everyone understands intuitively [32]. By using storytelling, the process of gathering information and structuring the requirements document would be immediately improved, as the author understands that one instinctively transform abstract knowledge into a logical structure when telling a story.

Agile methodologies are sympathetic with this thought and represent requirements using user stories. This form of requirements representation have been created along with the Extreme Programming (XP) methodology, where each story describes one thing that the system needs to do as described by Jeffries et. al [20]. They are written by a customer (or a customer team) to a development team, who have the responsibility to understand the story and design, build and test a software that implement it. User Stories bring together the rights of customers, who have the right to get the most possible value out of every programming moment, by asking for small atomic bits of functionality, and developers, who have the right to know what is needed. They are a short description of the behavior of the system from the point of view of the user of the system and are backed up with conversation and perhaps with some related detailed information.

Furthermore, a user story represents a feature a customer wants in the software, a story she would like to be able to tell her friends about this great system she is using [22]. A user story is a specific thing that would make the system easy to use, a chunk of functionality that is of value to the customer. As a unit of functionality, the team demonstrates progress by delivering tested, integrated code that implements a story. The customer must write the story in cards, and it is up to the developers to estimate it trough collaboration with the customer.
For Cohn [5], a user story describes functionality that will be valuable to either a user or purchaser of a system or software. Each story must be written in the language of the business, not in technical jargon, so that the customer team can prioritize the stories for inclusion into iterations and releases. The author provides some reasons on why user stories are used, as follows: they emphasize verbal rather than written communication; are comprehensible by both the customer and the developers; and encourage deferring detail until the team, customers and developers, have the best understanding they are going to have about what they really need. While Jeffries et. al [20] list only two aspects of user stories – the short description of it and the conversations around it, Cohn [5] composes a User Story using three aspects:

- a written description of the story used for planning and as a reminder;
- conversations about the story that serve to flesh out the details of the story; and
- tests that convey and document details and that can be used to determine when a story is complete.

Those aspects have come from the Card, Conversation and Confirmation terms defined by Jeffries et. al [19]. Cohn described that the Card represents customer requirements rather than document them, has just enough text to identify the requirement, and to remind everyone what the story is. The Conversation is an exchange of thoughts, opinions, and feelings. It is largely verbal, but can be supplemented with documents. The best supplements are examples and the best examples should be executable. They are representations of the Confirmation, a way to customers tell developers how they will confirm that they have done what is needed in the form of acceptance tests. That confirmation, provided by those examples, is what makes possible the simple approach of card and conversation. When the conversation about a card gets down to the details of the acceptance test, the customer and programmer settle the final details of what needs to be done.

The main format of a user story, popularized by Cohn’s book [5], is: I as a role want function so that business value. Lucassen et. al [24] summarize that user stories only capture the essential elements of a requirement: who it is for, what it expects from the system, and, optionally, why it is important. As user stories express what is desired and why it is needed by the client, this requirement format is better compared to business or stakeholders requirements [17][18].

2.2.2 Acceptance Tests

Acceptance testing is the process of verifying that user stories were developed such that each works exactly the way the customer team, the ones who write user stories on XP methodology, expected it to work [5]. Acceptance tests are specified as soon as the iteration begins and, depending on the customer team’s technical expertise, can be put into an automated testing tool. Those tests help the customer team to communicate assumptions and expectations to the developers, by expressing the details that result from the conversations between customers and developers, and also
by validating that a story has been developed with the functionality the team members had in mind when they wrote the story. New tests should be added as long as they add value and clarification to the story. Their scope should focus on clarifying the intent of the story to the developers instead of covering all the low level possible validations, like testing invalid dates range.

Jeffries et. al [20] said that acceptance tests allow the customer to know when the system works, and tell the programmers what needs to be done. In the XP methodology, programmers have the right to know what is needed and customers have the right to see progress in a running system, proven to work by specified automated test. These tests provide confidence that the system really does what it needs to do.

For Beck and Fowler [22], acceptance tests execution will determine whether the user stories have been successfully implemented. Also, once acceptance tests are running, the story card can be discarded, since they are encoded in far more detail and accuracy in the acceptance tests, so no information will be lost if the cards are destroyed.

Gartner [11] reported that the hardest job in software development is communicating clearly about what one wants the system to do. Guiding the development effort with acceptance tests helps with this challenge. Two core practices are described in his book to address such a challenge, as follows: (a) before implementing each feature, team members collaborate to create concrete examples of the feature in action and (b) then the team translates these examples into automated acceptance tests, that become a prominent part of the team’s shared and precise description of “done” for each feature. Teams that follow those practices are working on the Acceptance Test-Driven Development (ATDD) way.

Haugset and Stalhane [14] describe ATDD as a mixture of the traditional documentation-centric RE and the communication-focused iterative agile RE, carrying its own set of benefits and challenges. The benefits stem both from the inherent strengths that lie in discussing requirements using the acceptance tests as a mediator and its abilities for automation of the same tests. On the case study described by the authors, the ATDD technique was used to help communicate requirements (externalization) in the specification phase, helping to uncover, understand and describe requirements. In the study’s verification phase, ATDD was used to automatically verify that the code adhered to the customer requirement on an acceptance level, accompanied by manual testing for certain issues. The authors judge that ATDD saves effort in the long run, despite having a higher upfront cost due to the need of even more interaction with customers than agile development does, since the tests act as a safety harness for making changes and acts as documentation of code.

In short, as acceptance tests describe the expectations that a system must show in order to demonstrate that the application is acceptable by the customer [5] and can fill the documentation role of functional requirements [17][18]. Yet, due to the fact that they are often automated test and often written by customers with their own words, they can also fill the living documentation vision proposed by Adzic’s Specification by Example book [1].
2.2.3 Behavior-Driven Development

One way to represent acceptance tests are scenarios. Alexander and Maiden [2] describe that the activity of building requirements scenarios encourages imagination and exploration while setting the stage for discovering unconscious and undreamed requirements. That is important because stories are the primary (perhaps only) means of communicating needs and desires, and providing critical feedback to developers.

Kaner [21] describes scenarios as a hypothetical story used to help a person think through a complex problem or system. Scenarios also help in the product learning, as people do not learn well by following checklists or material that is organized for them – people often learn by doing tasks that require them to investigate the product for themselves. The author also brings the idea that a scenario is an instantiation of a use case—take a specific path through the model, assigning specific values to each variable. Finally, as the scenario is a story about someone trying to accomplish something with the product under test, it can help to expose failures to deliver desired benefits.

Scenarios can also represent the key examples that describe the expected functionality, a concept introduced by Adzic [1]. The living documentation presented by the author helps to validate if the system works in the same way reflected by the documentation that represents it. Example tables are also used on the mentioned book, where one represents the system’s inputs and outputs using tables where each row represents a given example. Specialized tools, like the framework for integrated tests shown by Gartner [11], can read those tables and use them on the software under test.

Behavior-Driven Development (BDD) is a set of practices that uses scenarios as an business-readable language to describe and model a system [34]. Scenarios are expressed in a format known as Gherkin, that is designed to be both easily understandable for business stakeholders and easy to automate using dedicated tools. According to the author, bringing business and technical parties together to talk about the same document helps to build the right software (the one that meets customer needs) and to build it right (without buggy code). Those scenarios are referred as structured examples, in a similar way as Adzic [1] calls them key examples. Many ideas are similar on both publications. As explained by Smart [34], using conversation and examples to specify how one expects a system to behave is a core part of BDD.

This idea of using conversation and examples to specify a system behavior is reinforced by Wynne and Hellesoy [38] discourse on their book about Cucumber, a library that implements BDD scenarios for the Ruby programming language. The authors state that software teams work best when the developers and business stakeholders are communicating clearly with one another – and a great way to do that is to collaboratively specify the work that is about to be done using automated acceptance tests. Additionally, when the acceptance tests are written as examples, they stimulate people’s imaginations and help them see other scenarios they had not previously considered. Most important is the fact that, when the team members write their acceptance tests collaboratively,
they can develop their own ubiquitous language to talk about their problem domain – a common language that helps them avoid misunderstandings.

BDD practitioners collaborate with the user to find concrete examples to illustrate features requested to the development team. Quite often, they also automate the execution of those scenarios. Since they are written to express the details and help the customer accept a given feature, they can be used as acceptance tests. Also, the collaboration among development team and customers that is needed to write those scenarios can be mapped as the conversations about a story that Cohn [5] and Jeffries [19] mentioned.

In Gherkin, the scenarios related to a particular feature are grouped into a single text file called a feature file. A feature file contains a short description of the feature, followed by a number of scenarios, or formalized examples of how a feature works. Each scenario is made up of a number of steps, where each step starts with one of a small set of keywords: *Given* describes the preconditions for the scenario and prepares the test environment; *When* describes the action under test; *Then* describes the expected outcomes. One example of a scenario for a train management application that should have a feature to help a commuter to find the optimal itinerary between stations on the same line defined by Smart [34] is presented in Figure 2.3.

Multiple scenarios can be grouped together into feature files, such as the one in Figure 2.4 which groups together two scenarios related to sign-in feature – the first represents a successful login, while the second represents a duplicate e-mail situation. Each of those scenarios has a title
and a short description before the steps are described. Also, the beginning of the feature file has a description of the feature being tested by those scenarios.

Along with the features, one should provide to specialized tools, such as Cucumber, a set of step definitions, which map the business-readable language of each step into a code written in a certain programming language to carry out whatever action is being described by the step. This hierarchy, from features down to automation library, is illustrated in Figure 2.5. In this thesis, we are only concerned with the business facing aspects of a BDD scenario, represented by the feature, the scenario and the step boxes in Figure 2.5.

Regarding the process used to specify those scenarios, Smart [35] describes each stage of a feature worked by a team following a BDD process, as shown in Figure 2.6, as a set of cyclical stages, described as follows:

- **Discover stage**: during this early stage, high level techniques, like Story Mapping [29] and Impact Mapping [13], can help get an overall picture of what one is trying to achieve [35]. Additionally, Smart [35] points out that at this stage, the emphasis is on breadth, rather than detail;

- **Define stage**: in this stage the team starts to have more concrete conversations around more specific business rules and examples of how the user would interact with the system. Often referred simply as “conversations”, in this stage the team should not get bogged down in the Gherkin syntax.

- **Formalize stage**: Smart [35] states that, once key business rules and examples have been identified they can be formalized into Gherkin by an engineer in test, often pairing with a Business Analyst or manual tester. Additionally, once they are ready, the Gherkin scenarios

![Figure 2.5 – Typical stack of a BDD tool such as Cucumber. Source [38]](image-url)
should be shared and discussed with the broader team, highlighting the need to acquire team’s feedback on scenarios, a common behavior we saw on many participants. This is the stage where our research is focused on, as we seek to provide a quality evaluation instrument to aid in the assessment of scenario’s quality;

**Automate and Deliver stages**: this is the stage where the team will create the missing piece of functionality and these Gherkin scenarios will be automated. It is outside of this thesis scope to evaluate the source code that transforms each Gherkin step into an executable script.

BDD scenarios are similar to use cases scenarios as they both describe a system behavior under certain precondition (expressed on the *Given* clauses of a BDD scenario) to achieve a certain goal (expressed on the *Then* clauses of a BDD scenario). As they are a format to express acceptance tests, described in Section 2.2.2, they can also fill the documentation role of functional requirements [17][18]. Finally, due to the fact that they are often automated test and are written on a ubiquitous language that should be understood by everyone in the project, they can also fill the living documentation vision proposed by Adzic [1].
2.2.4 Agile Requirements Quality

Lucassen et. al [24] report that the number of methods to assess and improve user story quality is limited. Existing approaches to user story quality employ highly qualitative metrics, such as the heuristics of the INVEST (Independent-Negotiable-Valuable-Estimable-Scalable-Testable) framework described by Cohn [5]. Due to that fact, Lucassen et. al [24] define additional criteria to evaluate user stories on their QUS Framework, as follows: atomic, minimal, well-formed, conflict-free, conceptually sound, problem-oriented, unambiguous, complete, explicit dependencies, full sentence, independent, scalable, uniform, and unique.

For acceptance tests, our understanding is that this kind of tests should meet the quality attributes that all requirements from both BABOK versions [17][18] meet, as we compare acceptance tests with functional requirements, and the ones for use cases found by Cohn [4] and Phalp et. al [30]. However, little work has been found to support this understanding.

Generic scenarios quality evaluation seems to be based upon subjective characteristics, like the ones found by Kaner [21], or on generic guidelines, like what Alexander and Maiden [2] had highlighted. Kaner [21] describes that a test based in a scenario has five characteristics, as follows: it is (a) a story that is (b) motivating, (c) credible, (d) complex, and (e) easy to evaluate. Nevertheless, empirical evaluation of existing acceptance test cases expressed as scenarios according to his characteristics were not found. Alexander and Maiden [2] define a guideline that should be used for use cases and scenarios alike - their view seems to indicate that acceptance tests fill the same role on requirements documentation.

To the best of our knowledge, BDD scenarios are only being evaluated based on characteristics, such as those taken from Smart [34] and Wynne and Hellesoy [38] experiences: scenarios steps expressiveness; focus the steps on what goal the user want to accomplish and not on implementation details or on screen interactions (writing it in a declarative way and not on a imperative way); the use of preconditions on the past tense, to make it transparent that those are actions that have already occurred in order to begin that test; the reuse of information to avoid unnecessary repetition of words; and the scenarios independence. Even though the authors [34][38] specify a few scenarios as examples to demonstrate those described characteristics, we feel that BDD scenarios could benefit from a question-based checklist defined from the collective knowledge of other practitioners, similar to the one defined by Cockburn for use cases [4].

2.3 Conclusion

The quality characteristics shown on both versions of the BABOK [17][18] have taught us that traditional requirements writers have many guides to help them evaluate their work like the ones described by Laitenberger [23] and Melo et. al [25]. Also, Phalp et. al [30] have shown that use cases quality criteria and guidelines are also mature enough to help practitioners writing them.
Finally, user stories writers have informal guidelines (such as the INVEST acronym used by Cohn [5]) and an ongoing study on quality characteristics (from Lucassen et. al [24]) to help on their efforts. On the other hand, the quality of acceptance tests is still open to debate, with only a few characteristics (found by Kaner [21], Smart [34] and Wynne and Hellesoy [38]) or generic guidelines (like the one created by Alexander and Maiden [2]) to use, all without empirical evaluation to certify their usefulness. No reading technique were found to address acceptance tests as well.

On agile contexts, requirements are represented mainly as user stories according to Lucassen et. al [24]. Due to that fact, it makes sense that the authors focus their quality framework on the user story card representation from Cohn [5] only, letting the details that are expressed as acceptance tests out of it. However, due to the growing importance of requirements expressed as tests shown by Bjarnason et. al [3], we believe this gap needs to be filled.

BDD is a format to represent acceptance tests, as stated by Gartner [11], that was used on one of the companies interviewed by Bjarnason et. al [3] study and to which only informal characteristics exists to evaluate them, either from Smart’s experiences [34] or Wynne and Hellesoy’s [38]. Since BDD scenarios represent the intended behavior of a system, the quality attributes for use cases and functional requirements could be re-used – but no study was found on that area. Also, the framework from Lucassen et. al [24] could be expanded to also cover BDD scenarios – but again, no efforts on that direction have been found. Finally, having a set of attributes to evaluate a written work without a strategy or a way to use them properly may not be enough to help a writer be more effective. Thus, there is also the need to provide a way to guide the software development team members on how to proper use those attributes in a review process.
3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The main goal of our research is two-folded: to identify a set of criteria suited to evaluate BDD scenarios based on the knowledge of practitioners and to propose a question-based checklist to evaluate BDD scenarios. The output of those questions are meant to help the evaluator decide how good her BDD scenarios are and, if not satisfactory, may be the input of formal or informal scenarios’ refinement sessions and other formats of conversations around those scenarios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Question 1 (RQ1):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What are the criteria suited to evaluate a good BDD scenario by the view of a software development team member?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Question 2 (RQ2):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How does a software development team member evaluates BDD scenarios with those attributes?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1 Research Objectives

This research have the following minor objectives:

- **Objective 1**: To summarize the evaluation characteristics that the written form of BDD scenarios may have, according to the experience of its practitioners;

- **Objective 2**: To summarize the quality attributes applicable to BDD scenarios format;

- **Objective 3**: To link these evaluation characteristics with the quality attributes applicable to BDD scenarios format;

- **Objective 4**: To propose a question-based-checklist, that would guide the reader during the quality evaluation of BDD scenarios.

3.2 Research Design

Since there is no standard on what is considered a “good” scenario due to the few views on this matter, this is a concept that still needs to be fully understood. A qualitative approach is suitable for situations like this [6]. Also, we believe the opinions from industry practitioners working on multiple companies and contexts would be a natural input to construct a quality concept for BDD scenarios. Therefore, we judge that the use of an empirical approach would suit our research goal and questions. Finally, we decided to collect data using semi-structured interviews, as we value multiple different opinions taken from different contexts.
To achieve our research goal, we proposed a multiple-steps research design as presented in Figure 3.1, where the light gray boxes are the studies/actions that achieved the outputs shown in the dark gray boxes. This design was based upon the understanding that interviews with open-ended questions alone would not provide enough data to formulate a proper question-based checklist due to the participants’ plurality of terms and opinions. Therefore, we judged necessary to have our interviews guided by a set of quality attributes that had previously been used to evaluate BDD scenarios.

First, we had to discover what are those literature quality criteria. A literature review (Figure 3.1, Study A) has confirmed that traditional attributes [17][18] and the INVEST[5] acronym were used with agile requirements. That literature review was reported as a technical report [28].

Additionally, we acquired some knowledge about how evaluators judge the quality of BDD scenarios using those attributes. To that end, we conducted a pilot study (Figure 3.1, Study B) with 15 graduate students to understand how they evaluate BDD scenarios. The output of this pilot study was the sub-set of literature attributes that were used to guide the debate with practitioners – shown as Output 2 in Figure 3.1 and reported in the 2017 Workshop on Empirical Requirements Engineering (EmpiRE’17) in conjunction with the International Requirements Engineering Conference [26].

In addition to those literature quality attributes, we used real-life examples of BDD scenarios during our interviews to aid practitioners realize their own quality criteria. To avoid our own bias towards what would be a good or bad BDD scenario, we decided to not create the examples ourselves. Instead, we handed them real BDD scenarios, taken from an open source project that employ BDD scenarios to detail their applications’ behavior.

To find those real BDD scenarios, we searched Github’s repository database. Due to the fact that BDD scenarios are automated, they are often carried along with the application source code as the tests to that system. Due to the popularization of tools like Cucumber [38], BDD’s feature files are saved with the extension “.gherkin”. Github’s search feature allowed us to filter repositories by the types of files they used, an advanced functionality missing in other known repositories of

1https://github.com/
source code. Therefore, we filtered our search for the gherkin extension. That search resulted in Diaspora\textsuperscript{2}, a decentralized social network with a list of feature files mapping the behavior of the different application screens. To the best of our knowledge, Diaspora is Github’s open source project with the most feature files available.

Besides the literature-informed quality attributes and the real-world example of BDD scenarios, we sometimes provoked participant’s thoughts using a list of experience-based criteria taken from Smart’s book [34] and Wynne and Hellesoy’s book [38], such as: steps too long/too short; too few/many steps; business language usage; title description; keywords (Given/When/Then) usage and order; repetition of steps. That list was kept hidden from the participant’s – certain items were used whenever we judged necessary, as additional questions to refine their analysis of Diaspora’s scenarios.

Our semi-structured interviews (Figure 3.1, Study C) produced practitioners’ interpretations of literature-informed quality attributes (Output 3, reported in Section 4.2) and their own personal evaluation criteria (Output 4, reported in Section 4.3). With that data at hand, we were able to define quality attributes to suited to evaluate BDD scenarios (Action D, reported in Section 4.4) and answer our RQ1. Composing those newly-defined attributes into a question-based checklist (Action E, reported in Chapter 5), similar to the questionnaire Cockburn [4] uses for Use Cases, we reached the answer to our RQ2. A preliminary report of our semi-structured interview (with 8 practitioners) results is reported in the 2018 International Working Conference on Requirements Engineering (REFSQ’18) paper [27].

Action D’s initial purpose was to refine the sub-set of literature-informed quality attributes. However, as we could not decide for ourselves what interpretation of each attribute is more suited than others without enforcing our own bias, we used them all as characteristics, regardless of what literature attribute generated it, and composes them into newly-labeled quality attributes.

3.2.1 Pilot Study

Our pilot study (Figure 3.1, Study B) aimed to provide us some knowledge about how evaluators judge the quality of BDD scenarios using quality attributes found on the literature review (Figure 3.1, Study A). Therefore, we organized a study with 15 graduate students, all with previous industry experience as developers, technical leads, or managers. They also have declared to know well how to write use cases, and to a lesser extent how to write user stories or BDD scenarios. The literature quality attributes used were: atomic, complete, consistent, concise, estimable, feasible, independent, negotiable, prioritized, small, testable, understandable, unambiguous, and valuable.

During the study, the students were first asked to write requirements for two fictional products (PA and PB) in two different formats – use cases (UC) and user stories with BDD scenarios (US+BDD). Later, each student evaluated the work of 2 others colleagues using the literature quality attributes we have listed before. This cross-activity design exemplified in Table 3.1 helped us reduce

\textsuperscript{2}https://diasporafoundation.org/
Table 3.1 – Cross-activity design of pilot study. Source: [26]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Task 1</th>
<th>Task 2</th>
<th>Task 3</th>
<th>Task 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Write UC for PA</td>
<td>Write US+BDD for PB</td>
<td>Evaluate US+BDD for PA (S2 task 1)</td>
<td>Evaluate UC for PB (S4 task 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>Write US+BDD for PA</td>
<td>Write UC for PB</td>
<td>Evaluate UC for PA (S1 task 1)</td>
<td>Evaluate US+BDD for PB (S3 task 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>Write UC for PA</td>
<td>Write US+BDD for PB</td>
<td>Evaluate US+BDD for PA (S4 task 1)</td>
<td>Evaluate US+BDD for PB (S2 task 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>Write US+BDD for PA</td>
<td>Write UC for PB</td>
<td>Evaluate UC for PA (S3 task 1)</td>
<td>Evaluate US+BDD for PB (S1 task 2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the risk of the evaluator lacking understanding of the application domain under analyses and of the evaluator’s reading ability being driven by the same writer’s bias.

From this pilot study, we have acquired the literature quality attributes that could potentially work with BDD scenarios, according to the opinion of the novice BDD evaluators, students with industry experience. Therefore, the literature-informed quality attributes used later in the semi-structured interviews are: concise, estimable, feasible, negotiable, prioritized, small, testable, understandable, unambiguous, and valuable.

3.2.2 Interview’s Participants Selection

In order to identify the first participants for our interviews, we organized a survey to both acquire a grasp of people’s opinion about BDD quality topic and their contact information. The survey, titled as Do you believe BDD scenarios’ quality matter?, posed two statements and an entry to collect a respondent’s contact information for later follow up. Answers to the statements ranged from 1 (Totally Disagree) to 5 (Totally Agree). The statements were:

1. Well written BDD scenarios directly impacts the final product quality.
2. It is important to have a standard set of criteria to evaluate written BDD scenarios’ quality.

The survey was shared on the social network (such as Twitter\(^3\) and LinkedIn\(^4\)) profiles of the thesis author and on BDD virtual communities such as Cucumber slack channel\(^5\), BDD

\(^3\)https://www.twitter.com
\(^4\)https://www.linkedin.com
\(^5\)https://cucumberbdd.slack.com/messages/C590XDQQH/
London slack Channel\textsuperscript{6}, Ministry of Testing forum\textsuperscript{7} and slack channel\textsuperscript{8}. We got 99 answers to the survey, detailed in Figure 3.2, with the large majority of the respondents agreeing with the previously presented statements. However, contrary to our beliefs, the follow up e-mails inviting people to a larger interview session were not answered accordingly.

Therefore, we changed our focus to direct searches on this thesis’ author LinkedIn social-network. Our belief was that a more personal touch, showing the author’s profile (someone who works in industry with test automation and has experience with BDD for over 5 years) to potential participants, would improve our chances. The search feature on the website\textsuperscript{9} was heavily used, returning data from the inside of the thesis’ author network but also from the outside – up to 3 connections of distance. Using the terms “BDD” and “Behavior-Drive-Development”, every search returned experienced BDD practitioners. Within every practitioner profile, we double-checked the existence of BDD experience and proceeded to invite the person to connect and dedicate their time in an 1hr slot interview. By the time of the writing of this thesis, 79 invitations were accepted and 34 invitations were not answered. From those who accepted to connect, only 18 accepted to participate in the interviews. All those 18 participants’ profiles are reported in Section 4.1.

### 3.2.3 Interview Design

Taking inspiration on the questions used by Heck and Zaidman [15] on their interviews with practitioners to understand how user stories’ quality can be understood, we list in Table 3.2 the set of questions to capture practitioners views and opinions on our interviews, to disclose how they use BDD scenarios to perform their tasks during a software development cycle, and to identify how they evaluate if those scenarios are ready to be used.

The authors’ original interview script [15] was organized into two parts – one performed with minimal introduction from their side and without showing the participants their framework and another in which they asked the participants to use their framework, transformed into a checklist, on some examples taken from open source projects.

\textsuperscript{6}https://bddlondon.slack.com/messages/C1BMRM2HX/details/
\textsuperscript{7}https://club.ministryoftesting.com/t/do-you-believe-bdd-scenarios-quality-matter/1449
\textsuperscript{8}https://ministryoftesting.slack.com/messages/C0RUQE6V8/
\textsuperscript{9}https://www.linkedin.com/help/linkedin/answer/302/searching-on-linked
Table 3.2 – Interview Questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>What is your role on the project?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>What is your main task on the project?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>For how long do you use BDD?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>How does your project use BDD scenarios?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>What do you pay attention to when evaluating BDD scenarios?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>On Diaspora, evaluate a feature file according to your criteria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Do quality attributes help evaluating BDD scenarios?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>What is the meaning of each attribute on BDD scenarios?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>On Diaspora, evaluate a feature file according to the attributes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Do you miss any other attribute?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>What quality attributes did you find difficult to use?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>To what extent the attributes helped you evaluate a scenario?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>How your criteria maps to those attributes?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In a similar way, the open ended questions in our interview script in Table 3.2 were crafted to acquire the participants’ views before presenting their own and help us answer our RQ1, while the act of actively using literature-informed quality attributes to evaluate Diaspora’s examples aid on our RQ2. The four starting questions were used to understand the participants’ profile and their answers are presented in Section 4.1.

Questions 6 and 9 asked the participant to actively use examples of BDD scenarios taken from Diaspora project and evaluate them, either with their own personal criteria or the literature-informed quality attributes. From the 47 feature files available to cover Diaspora’s desktop version, the participants were asked to choose one to evaluate as part of question 6 and another, different one, to evaluate as part of question 9. The interviewer did not influence their decision in any way.

Questions 5 and 6 were useful to acquire participant’s criteria without any bias of our list of literature-based quality attributes and their answers are reported in Section 4.3. If only a few answers emerged for those questions, we provoked their thoughts using the experience-based criteria from Smart [34] and Wynne and Hellesoy [38] books, as explained in the Chapter 2.2.4.

Questions 7 to 11 were useful to acquire participant’s interpretations of our literature-informed quality attributes and are analyzed in Section 4.2.

Taking the RQs lens, Questions 5 and 8 helped reveal the meaning practitioners see on quality attributes and on their own criteria, thus allowing the newly defined quality attributes that answer our RQ1 to emerge. In addition, Questions 6 and 9 gave us insights on how those attributes and personal criteria were used in practice, providing important information to answer RQ2 and define our question-based checklist.

Question 12 was useful to assess how useful such a list was and tease the interviewee to suggest better ways to evaluate BDD scenarios. Question 13 asks the participant to link those literature quality attributes with their own criteria, tying those attributes with practical details of BDD scenarios and motivating us to threat interpretations and criteria altogether in our checklist.
That question was a final check in case the conversation have not linked participant’s criteria and interpretations to attributes. Our initial thought was that this mapping would be useful to join good and bad practices, that emerged from practitioner’s personal criteria, with literature-based quality attributes. However, this intention was not successful, due to the different interpretations of each attribute. As explained before, we decided to use all interpretation of each literature-based attribute as characteristics to avoid choosing which of those interpretations was best suited for each literature quality attribute. Additionally, the participants’ personal evaluation criteria were also treated as characteristics. Those characteristics were later grouped together into newly-redefined quality attributes, that compose our proposed question-based checklist as presented in the following sections.

Before starting those interviews, the script was validated by a doctoral student with 4 years of previous experience in industry. Additionally, a pilot interview was conducted with a software tester who has about 6 years of experience with BDD usage. He reinforced our idea of using Smart’s [34] and Wynne and Hellesoy’s [38] experience-based criteria to provoke the discussions in Questions 5 and 6 from Table 3.2.

3.2.4 Data Analysis

In total, we interviewed 18 practitioners. Each interview lasted in average 77 minutes, being the longest 1 hour and 51 minutes and the shortest 62 minutes long – a total of 1390 minutes were recorded. The interviews were conducted via Skype\textsuperscript{10} tool and were voice-recorded (with documented permission). The interviews were performed either in English or Portuguese during a period of 3 months (from September to November in 2017) and then manually transcribed to the participant’s native language. The quotes were translated to English whenever a certain reference to it was needed. We realized we had reached saturation when no new practitioner quality criteria was found. That is when we decided to stop the interview process and start the findings compilation.

\textsuperscript{10}https://www.skype.com
Cruzes and Dyba state [7] that a number of different methods have been proposed for the synthesis of qualitative and mixed-methods findings such as the ones we typically find in software engineering (SE), which lead them to conceptualize thematic synthesis in SE. Thematic synthesis, whose process is presented in Figure 3.3, draws on the principles of thematic analysis and other established methods in primary qualitative research to identify the recurring themes or issues in the primary sources of data, analyzes these themes, and draws conclusions from them.

Coding is a method that enables the researcher to organize and group similar data into categories because they share some characteristic – the beginning of themes [7]. All our text was coded in English, even tough our interviews’ data were both in English and Portuguese – a process made possible by the fact that both the main researcher, who interviewed the participants and coded the data, and the advisor, who reviewed the codes, reads and speaks both languages. Coding can be performed using one of the following approaches:

1. **Deductive approach**: starting with a start list of preconceived codes, data is analyzed and coded accordingly. Cruzes and Dyba [7] state that great care must be taken to avoid forcing data into these categories because a code exists for them;

2. **Inductive approach**: Cruzes and Dyba [7] state that the inductive approach reviews data line by line in detail and, as a concept becomes apparent, a code is assigned. Upon further review of data, the analyst continues to assign codes that reflect the emerging concepts, highlighting and coding lines, paragraphs, or segments that illustrate the chosen concept;

3. **Integrated approach**: the integrated approach is meant to mix both the deductive and the inductive approach, creating a general accounting scheme for codes that is not content specific, but points to general domains in which codes can be developed inductively [7].

Knowing that we specifically decided to guide our interviews with literature-informed quality attributes (Questions 7 to 11 from Table 3.2) and with author’s experience-based criteria [34][38] (Questions 5 and 6 from Table 3.2), we used those as initial thematic analysis codes only, taking a integrated approach and assuming they would be refined along with the interviews responses.

Themes are the outcome of coding, categorization, and analytic reflection, but also a way of grouping the initial codes into a smaller number of sets [7]. We refined the initial thematic analysis codes into themes during our cyclical analysis, resulting in the newly-redefined quality attributes (Action D from Figure 3.1, reported in Section 4.4) that composes our proposed question-based checklist (Action E from Figure 3.1, reported in Chapter 5)

The connection between these different levels of abstractions, from codes (literature-informed quality attributes and author’s experience-based criteria) to themes (the newly-defined quality attributes) until a model is formed (the proposed question-based checklist), can be seen in Figure 3.4. Codes were grouped together in a mind map, constructed in the XMind11 software. The mapping between our codes and themes is found in Table 4.4, where the characteristics (codes) are mapped to themes (newly-defined attributes).

---

11[www.xmind.net/](http://www.xmind.net/)
3.2.5 Threats to Validity

The fact that only the author of this thesis was involved into the coding process may have impacted the themes creation in an unforeseen way, even with the careful review of the advisor.

Additionally, we have not taken into consideration the gender, role, location nor the type of industry a participant works into to reflect upon the data taken from the interviews. We understand that different life experiences may have brought different quality criteria and opinions, so we tried to mitigate this effect interviewing people from many different areas and companies.

The choice of using BDD scenarios from the Diaspora open source real-life project might also be a threat to the interview results. Choosing different sets of BDD scenarios might have yield different results than ours. We discussed this matter during the interview validation and pilot interview, and both professionals judged Diaspora’s feature files as good representatives of real world BDD scenarios.

Finally, we could have phrased the items in our question-based checklist in many different ways, so we have to acknowledge that our own language bias may have driven us to write them in that way presented in Chapter 5. A specialist review of that question-based checklist is listed as a future work to avoid this threat.
4. INTERVIEW RESULTS

This chapter explores the participants' responses to the questions in Table 3.2 by presenting participants' interpretations of the literature-informed quality attributes, taken as result of our pilot study [27], and their personal evaluation criteria, tied to BDD scenario's characteristics and similar to the author's experience-based criteria [34][38].

The multiple interpretations of the literature-informed quality attributes had forced us to question if words such as “concise” and “understandable” would be suited to represent the characteristics of good BDD scenarios. Therefore, we decided to deal with each interpretation of each attribute in separation and treat them all as characteristics. Additionally, the participant's personal evaluation criteria were also treated as characteristics. In Section 4.4 we group those characteristics into 8 newly-labeled attributes, that we believe are more suited to evaluate BDD scenario's quality than literature quality attributes. Those newly-labeled attributes answer our RQ1 and provide us the insights needed to answer the RQ2 in Chapter 5.

4.1 Participants' Profiles

The summary of the 18 participants' profiles can be found in Table 4.1. All of them reported being involved with BDD scenarios by writing or reviewing them. The majority of the participants were marked with the “Test” role on the table due to their testing background - they

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>BDD experience</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Tester</td>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Tester</td>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Developer</td>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Coach</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Tester</td>
<td>9 months</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Tester</td>
<td>2 months</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>Tester</td>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>Dev/Coach</td>
<td>10 years</td>
<td>Hungary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>Coach</td>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>Developer</td>
<td>6 years</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>Tester</td>
<td>4 years</td>
<td>Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>Tester</td>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>Developer</td>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14</td>
<td>Tester</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15</td>
<td>Coach</td>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P16</td>
<td>Developer</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P17</td>
<td>Tester</td>
<td>4 years</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P18</td>
<td>Tester</td>
<td>4 years</td>
<td>England</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.2 – How participants use BDD scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.2 – How participants use BDD scenarios</th>
<th>Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conversations leads to scenarios</td>
<td>1,4,10,11,15,17,18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team scenarios are validated by PO</td>
<td>2,3,5,6,7,8,9,11,14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tester writes test cases into scenarios’ format</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenarios received by the Team as upfront requirements</td>
<td>13, 16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...worked both on the scenario’s Gherkin textual descriptions and on the automation of those steps. The ones marked with the “Developer” role worked as developers who used BDD scenarios as inputs for their development tasks. Finally, the ones marked as “Coaches” were mainly external consultants who help teams get training on BDD - all of them helped the team reviewing their BDD scenarios Gherkin textual descriptions.

Regarding their location, the majority of participants came from the Netherlands (P2, P3, P5, P6, P7). That majority can be explained by the fact that we had used the LinkedIn\(^1\) social network to find people to interview and the Netherlands is the home location of one of the participants – therefore, intuitively it would make sense to have that social network suggesting people around one’s localization. Other participants came from Brazil (P12, P13, P14, and P16), England (P1, P9, and P18), Australia (P11 and P15), the United States (P17) and from other European countries (P4, P8, and P10).

Another common trait is the way participants use BDD scenarios. The majority of them enhance the textual descriptions on BDD scenarios with conversations, be it a prior conversation with different project roles (such as an example mapping session [37]) or a post conversation to validate if the written scenarios made sense to other team members. However, we have also found cases with BDD scenarios being used without conversations. For one participant (P12), BDD scenarios were used only as inputs to their test automation tool. For other two (P13 and P16), BDD scenarios were requirement’s documentation, send to the team by the client as upfront documentation made to represent his needs.

4.2 Quality Attributes’ Interpretation

Participants’ interpretations of each literature-informed quality attribute that could potentially be used with BDD scenarios [26] help us understand what words would help to evaluate BDD scenarios. To that end, the answers of Questions 8 and 9 from Table 3.2 were analyzed. Additionally, the answers of Question 10 in the same Table 3.2 helped us to evaluate if something was missing in our list, while the answers of Question 7 (Table 3.2) helped us to eliminate some attributes, judged as not useful for the participants.

The results presented in the next sections are based on a partial mind map summarizing the participants’ opinions, shown collapsed in Figure 4.1, that will be break down in each next

\(^{1}\)www.linkedin.com
Figure 4.1 – Overview of the attributes to analyze BDD scenarios

Figure 4.2 – Concise attribute interpretations

section topic. Each attribute node contains the number of participants that were able to interpret that attribute presence into BDD scenarios – for example, all 18 participants were able to interpret concise attribute presence into BDD scenarios, while only 12 were able to interpret the meaning of valuable on that context. Attributes not listed were judged as not useful for BDD scenarios and are discussed into Section 4.2.7. New attributes, together with their corresponding interpretation, can be found under Section 4.2.8.

4.2.1 Concise

Concise attribute was deemed important by all 18 participants – a summary of their interpretation can be found in Figure 4.2. A concise BDD scenario has no unnecessary details (P3, P5, P8, P10, P11, P16, P17), is focused (P4, P7, P10, P12, P13, P14, P18), clear (P1, P3), and has only a few (P2, P7) brief and comprehensive (P3, P6, P9, P11, P18) steps.
(A) Not much details

P5 reports that a concise scenario should be specific without giving way too much detail and should have no steps longer than they should. P17 says that the implication of the word concise is that it’s upon the text itself and the length of the scenario, as when you say you have concise steps that means that the steps themselves are short in length and descriptive, and precisely descriptive, right, that are no wasted words and when you talk about a concise scenario that means to me that the number of lines are not to long and again there are no wasted lines, every line has a significant meaning and it says what it needs to say and it’s short, sweet to the point fashion. P9 says it is something clear, tight and unambiguous, while also suggesting to avoid long step definitions, long steps, things that take a long time to read and understand. P10 enhances that stating that concise means a scenario without irrelevant details, and continues by saying that some details are important, some should be there, some are important, and if you remove them some things will be scarce anyway. So, if you give me something with lots of details but there’s only one or two that is actually important, then you just confuse me – and even summarizes his opinion with a metaphor, saying that there are too many trees, I cannot see the wood. P8 define scenarios without unnecessary things as essential and P11 define it as crispy and refine this stating that you only have the necessary details on your steps, you do not have incidental words, which are not really relevant to that scenario. As an example, P11 suggested the use of a data table to isolate data used by many steps and avoiding that same data appearing multiple times on the scenario, as can be seen in Figure 4.3.

(B) Not many steps

P2 said that he does not like overly long scenarios as the longer they are the most likely they contain implementation details. P7 also had the same opinion, saying that a scenario should be small and that a writer should not use more than 2 Givens, only 1 When, and then 2 Thens, maybe even 1 because you want to check one thing. As stated before, P17 is also in favor of few steps - as concise would mean no wasted words and no wasted lines.

P4 puts steps size under small word, but suggested that steps repetition is something to hurt conciseness. Therefore, to avoid steps repetition on successive scenarios, P4 proposed the use of Background section, as exemplified in Figure 4.4.
That check-one-thing opinion enforces P4’s opinion that concise is more to the point.
P12 said it should have a specific focus and should not involve other features. P13 declares that concise means clarity, clean, objective, focused. P14 said it should be straight to the point, without unnecessary details, one that does not stall, like those who are very long and want to explain many things, it does not need to be very long, trying to explain point-by-point, it can be more direct. P15 described a scenario on change_settings feature as not concise cause it’s testing a whole bunch of different things, it’s long, it’s boring, I do not care and suggested the change found in Figure 4.5.

( D ) Clear

P3’s opinions about the steps was that they should be clearly explained, short and brief, should not be elaborated and it should not have too much detail. The word clear also appeared
on the report from P1, who said that you need to write clear steps and you need to be sure that everybody has the same understanding so it’s really clear and there’s hard to read it differently.

(E) Not Unnecessary Lines

P6 also referred to it to be brief and comprehensive but went ahead and question himself: if I remove this line, will it actually change the implementation and the outcome? what can I remove without changing the meaning that would make it understandable? Those questions are somewhat related with P16 opinion that each step has value, each step is necessary.

4.2.2 Small

Small attribute was considered important by only 10 participants – a summary of their interpretation can be found in Figure 4.6. A small scenario, often considered the same as a concise scenario (P2, P7, P8, P9, P15), is one with just a few steps (P1, P3, P4, P10, P11, P13, P14), which test only one thing (P5, P6) and for which the code to turn it into an executable step is small (P16). Additionally, some participants do not believe that scenarios have to be small (P12, P17, P18).

For P2, P7, P8, P9, and P15, a small BDD scenario is a concise BDD scenario, as both have the same meaning.

(A) Not Many Steps

The participants P1, P3, P4, P10, P11, P13, and P14 declared that small refers to the number of steps, a problem previously exemplified in Figure 4.5 and in Figure 4.4. P3 and P10 expand it to also cover the steps length, with P10 saying that if [the scenario is] longer than 4 lines it’s possible not small, if it’s wider than the example I looked, some were very very wide, some I would break in some point. If I need a lot of words to express this specific example, it’s certainly
not small. And if you need lots of lines to do the same thing, it’s probably not small while pointing out to the example in Figure 4.7.

( B ) Test One Thing

Two participants, P5 and P6, reduced the word small to atomic – the fact that a test describes one thing. P6 provided the example shown in Figure 4.8, while also suggesting a more atomic version of it. He described that example as not atomic because it’s testing two things, it’s describing two things. These BDD scenarios are obviously written not to describe functionality or be testable – these are written as test scripts.

( C ) Code Step Small

P16 declares that a scenario cannot be neither small or big, it has to have enough steps, and well described and it’s good already. He sees small as in the implementation part of that step.

( D ) Not useful

For P12, small is not necessary to evaluate BDD scenarios, as [a scenario] has to follow the concept of ready, definition of done, of that case. If it’s small, nice, but if not it has to be big. P17 also did not consider small, but for a different reason as small could refer more broadly to the behavior itself, and that’s why I was hesitant to use the word small, because behaviors themselves may not be small behaviors, they may be very big behaviors they may be very complex behaviors.
4.2.3 Testable

Testable attribute was elected important by 11 participants – a summary of their interpretation can be found in Figure 4.9. A testable scenario is one who allow the reader to follow its steps (P1, P12, P14, P18), has clear outcomes (P2, P4, P9, P15) and pre-conditions (P6), is independent (P16, P17), focused (P5), and cover all feature (P12), if we analyze all the scenarios together.

(A) Clear Outcomes and Verifications

For some participants testable means that there are clear outcomes in the scenarios. For P2, testable means that scenario’s intended behavior, or what you are trying to verify, should be clearly expressed in the scenario. P4 said that a scenario is testable if it has a clear output, if it has only one Then statement. P9 also highlighted the need of clear verifications by calling it assertions while stating that a scenario is testable if it’s clear what you need to test, what are the assertions you need to make, it has to be a clear indication of what it is you are asserting. P15 said that what turns a scenario testable is the fact that Then step gotta be an outcome you can verify, so the Then step has to be something that can fail. P18 said that testable means every time I follow this steps and I’ll verify the same behavior.

(B) Follow the Steps

However, for P1, be a testable scenario means it should be clear, something easy to understand so you can follow the steps, like the scenario in Figure 4.10. That same idea is explored by P12 and P14, who said that it is important to be able to manually execute the scenarios. P18
also said that testable means every time I follow this steps and I’ll verify the same behavior – that every time I follow, I setup this scenario and know I’ll get the same results, and concluded by saying that he would need to know what the system is actually capable of doing.

(C) Clear and Simple Givens

P6 stated that testable attribute is reflected on the Given steps, as if your Given conditions are overly complex or very vague then stuff becomes hard to test, that’s mostly because the setup for a test is overly complex. And if the setup is overly complex than it means your software architecture is overly complex.

(D) Focused

The focused adjective, already mentioned in the concise attribute section and exemplified in Figure 4.5 was also associated to testable attribute. For P5, the Given/When/Then [structure] helps, to give you focus, to test one thing. And also, not go Given, When, Then, When, Then, When, Then. Because then you are writing a novel, not a scenario. Given this and this, And this, And this, And this...then maybe you are doing something that is not easily testable because it have too many pre-conditions. So we would say Given this and this, And And And And And, When, And And And And, Then, And And And. What are we testing now? Or maybe we are trying to do too much at once?

(E) Independent

Independence of behaviors was also associated with testable attribute. P16 said that a testable scenario should be as auto-sufficient as it can in order to achieve independence of scenarios. P17, when asked what attribute would be impacted if one scenario depend on another, answered: testable, because if you have interdependent scenarios, that means the problem on one scenario might affect the other. So run one scenario and that should be ok, run it right after the other and it may ruin everything. So, absolutely testable.

(F) Completeness

Additionally, for P12, testable represents how complete the scenarios’ coverage of the feature behavior is, saying that if it’s not testable I can’t even measure the test’s coverage.
4.2.4 Understandable

Understandable attribute was also deemed important by 11 participants – a summary of their interpretation can be found in Figure 4.11. For some participants, an understandable scenario uses an ubiquitous language (P2, P3, P5, P6, P8, P9, P10, P11, P15), is self-contained (P18), and is written in “good english” (P17). For others (P12, P16), understandable means only that technical people understand what to do. The remaining participants (P1, P4, P7, P13, P14) associated understandable as part of other attributes.

(A) Ubiquitous

P11 defined understandable as quite related to a term we use which is called ubiquitous. What that means is that you basically come up with a terminology which is ubiquitous. What that mean is that all your project team members they are aware of that terminology, and you do not use that terminology where is too technical or business focused alone. It’s a terminology that both your technical and business people understand and it is specific to your domain, So, if you do that, all of the scenarios they will be understandable, they will be easy to understand, for everyone, irrespective of their background. P8 reinforced that idea by saying that an understandable scenario for me is the one that’s using the domain terms. P9 declared that it makes sense in terms of the system that is being built. P10 used the term concrete details to refer to the same concept of using business terms on scenarios, by saying that if you have concrete details you are able to use the same words
as business use and turns out you get something that we all understand what you mean and we talk about the same thing. P15 also suggested the use of an ubiquitous language in the addition of the use of a glossary – he declared that the terms in your glossary should be on your scenario.

For P5, in order to have an understandable scenario a writer have to make sure to use the right words in your business domain, so people in your domain understand it – something also related to ubiquitous term seen before. P5 continued by saying to make sure to, on the other hand, not use a particular jargon with HTTP code, that someone may not be familiar with – the same advice to avoid technical details and make scenarios more understandable was given by P2. P2 also said that they [the scenarios] should be as close as human language as possible. In a similar way, P6 stated that by understandable you imply that it must be understood by everyone involved. And ahn, when I look at the likes.feature [like the one in Figure 4.12], with the CSS elements, that’s not understandable by everybody involved. Finally, P5 compared understandability with clarity by saying that if you are being too vague, if there’s too much room for error, than it would mean something different than I do. P3 also quoted clarity when saying that cannot understand [a scenario] for the first few steps and suggesting the use of a pattern of phrases to define language consistency. As all those declarations are related to the consistent use of business language, we also map it to ubiquitous term.

( B ) Self Contained

For P18, an understandable scenario means is when someone, who has never seen it before, reads the scenario and knows ok, this is what a user is able to do, so it is self contained, includes all the information needed. That fact could be also covered by the ubiquitous terms, but the participant have not make use of that definition.

( C ) Same as Others

For P7 and P14, an understandable scenario is straight and to the point – quite similar to their definition of the Concise word. P1 and P4 declared understandable as the same as small. P13 made it the same as testable.

( D ) Good english

Participant P17 interpreted understandable as in the use of good english, the use of proper grammar, proper tenses, proper point of view. When referring to tenses, his views are: the Given
steps should either be on past tense or present perfect tense, as it states things you already have; When steps should be active tense because it’s something you are doing; Then steps should be present or future tense because that’s an outcome that’s expected. The same concern with steps tenses was briefly mentioned by P1, but not associated with any attribute. When referring to the proper point of view, P17 referred to the use of 1st person point of view versus 3rd person point of mine, are you saying I and mine or are you saying the user and the app. For P17, 1st person is somewhat ambiguous.

( E ) Technical People Understand What to Do

For P12 and P16, understandable scenarios are the ones where technical people understand what to do. For P12, I read and have no questions on what am I suppose to do. It should have a specific focus, it should take into consideration environment details and business details. For P16, it becomes understandable if it’s technical, if it has a low granularity on an imperative format with specific steps.

4.2.5 Unambiguous

Unambiguous attribute was reported as relevant by 13 participants – a summary of their interpretation can be found in Figure 4.13. Ambiguity on scenarios was interpreted as the use of vague statements, weak words and contradictions (P2, P3, P4, P5, P12, P14), and the lack of a single scenario’s intention (P7, P11, P15, P17). Additionally, some concerns were mapped to this attribute, as the fact that scenarios with different descriptions test the same thing (P1, P3), the lack of enough test coverage (P6) and the steps’ high granularity (P9, P16).
(A) Vague Statements

One of the sources of ambiguity is bad use of language by using vague, not clear, statements such as *Then the outcome is ok* or *Then the result is good* (both suggested by P2) or *When we see the change in the GUI* (suggested by P4), opening too much room for interpretation (P5, P14). Also, P12 raised the concern of having one step contradicting the other.

(B) Single Clear Intention

Another source of ambiguity is when the scenario intention is not clearly stated - quite often by the use of multiple When steps (P7, P11). P15 was also concerned with imperative steps, where the action was clear enough but the intention was not, like on the one in Figure 4.5. P17 agreed with that concern and said that an unambiguous scenario is one that has *one behavior, one scenario*.

(C) Different Scenarios Testing the Same

Despite the scenario’s description, P1 and P3 reported that different scenarios may be doing the same thing, even if written differently (P3). P1 exemplified it saying that *if you need to test if the connection of the USB on your tablet is working you’d need to be sure the tablet is working, even if the connection is not. So the USB could be broken or the port of the USB could be broken - in the end, you are testing the same thing, because from the testing standpoint of view you are just checking if the tablet will behavior the same if you do not have this USB connection.*

(D) Completeness

For P6, scenario’s coverage of the feature should also be mapped into unambiguous attribute, as well as the use of third person rather then first person statements – referring to *the admin user* rather than *I login as admin user*.

(E) Ubiquitous

P13 declared that unambiguous maps to the ubiquitous term, already mentioned for some other participants as an interpretation for understandable.

(F) High Granularity

The participant P16 declared the use of steps written with a declarative language as another source of ambiguity due to the fact that it can hide a lot of implementation details. P9 described the same concern as P16, saying that understandable should be in balance with concise *because the less ambiguous they are, the more complicated they might need to look.*
4.2.6 Valuable

Valuable attribute was considered important by 12 participants – a summary of their interpretation can be found in Figure 4.14. A valuable scenario is unique (P6, P10, P11, P15, P18) by validating some different and interesting behavior. Some participants could not identify how valuable a scenario is by reading their scenario description alone – that characteristic would have been discussed with other team members during formal or informal conversations (P5, P8, P9, P17). Some participants preferred to say a scenario should have value for the business (P1, P12, P13, P14), to the technical team (P16), as a documentation source (P3), or as a communication tool (P2).

(A) Unique

For P6, valuable makes sense because you have to think of a scenario - is this scenario going to add value to whatever we are doing? P10 exemplified it further by saying that a scenario is valuable if we are talking about something that is not covered previously. It’s not valuable if we verify that we can do the same thing multiple times. We can search for different books, different titles, we can buy them if we are talking about an e-commerce site, but it’s not so valuable to verify that we can buy multiple different titles, it’s enough to verify if we can buy one or maybe two, but do the same thing again does not bring us value, it’s just more of the same. For P15, value is interesting – is it testing something fundamentally different to the other scenarios. P18 defined valuable by saying that scenarios should not be repetitive, if you are having multiple scenarios and
they are testing the same behavior, they are redundant – it’s valuable if you have one, that cover it, and that’s it. Finally, P16 declared that scenarios should have a certain importance on their own, indicating something similar to uniqueness as well.

( B ) Business Value

P11 agreed that uniqueness should belong to valuable, but that attribute should also cover the importance of a scenario for business people. P1 said that her team create the scenarios that has more value for the implementation part - like the happy path of a feature, as we need to be sure it’s there as this is what is expected to work because this is our main deliverable. Both P12 and P13 decided how valuable a scenario is by their knowledge about their business domain. P14 decided what are the important scenarios for the feature by the fact it employs important actors or buying customers – also based on his business knowledge and the value to the business.

( C ) Covered on Conversations

For P8, valuable comes from discussions with the team, as they only makes scenarios for things that are valuable. For P9, valuable has more to do with Scrum and Agile rather then BDD scenarios. P5 defined it as what is worthy testing and what’s not worthy testing, and continued by saying that I might think that hey, this could go wrong, is that something that should be tested and either yeah, it could go wrong and the probability is low so never mind or that could never happen for technical reasons, so never mind. For P17, the value of the scenario is really on the value of the behavior, how important is this behavior for my team, how important is this behavior for the feature.

( D ) Other values

Some other meanings of valuable appeared: for P2, those scenarios are a communication tool, so the communication and acting up on the misunderstandings that’s what’s valuable; for P3, what value it brings to me is the documentation. Those opinions did not tied how valuable a scenario is to their scenario description, and therefore could not be used to evaluate a scenario’s quality.

For P16, the scenarios should have value to the technical team alone by being described in a low details’ granularity.

( E ) Same as Others

P7 said business value is represented by showing the scenario intention, thus being understandable. For P4, the value part would be unambiguous to me without additional elaboration on what’s a valuable scenario description.
Table 4.3 – Summary of removed attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>Estimable</th>
<th>Negotiable</th>
<th>Feasible</th>
<th>Prioritized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technical knowledge</td>
<td>P1, P5, P6, P10, P18</td>
<td></td>
<td>P1, P6, P8, P10, P17</td>
<td>P8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain knowledge</td>
<td>P3, P12, P13</td>
<td>P12</td>
<td>P3, P12, P13, P16</td>
<td>P8, P12, P14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversations</td>
<td>P11, P15</td>
<td>P5, P7, P11, P15, P17</td>
<td>P3, P7, P11, P14, P15</td>
<td>P3, P7, P11, P15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only for Features</td>
<td>P14</td>
<td>P2, P14</td>
<td>P2, P15</td>
<td>P2, P3, P6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not applied at all</td>
<td>P2, P4, P7, P8, P17</td>
<td>P1, P4, P6, P8, P10, P13, P18</td>
<td>P4, P5, P18</td>
<td>P4, P5, P10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>P16 (granular, imperative)</td>
<td>P16 (PO)</td>
<td>P16 (steps reuse), P17 (feasible to automate)</td>
<td>P1, P3, P14, P17, P16 (PO), P13 (happy path), P18 (Tags)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.7 Removed Attributes

Prioritized, Negotiable, Feasible, and Estimable were largely regarded as not useful to evaluate BDD scenarios textual descriptions, as either they are useful only for conversations around scenarios, suited for feature file (sets of scenarios) only, dependent on steps’ technical implementation knowledge, or are project’s domain knowledge – as summarized in Table 4.3.

P11, who declared those attributes as useful for conversations only, explains his thoughts about those attributes as follows: *So I think the other would already have been considered by the time you reach that stage, because, so if you are remember I was talking about example mapping, which is a step which comes before feature files. So, the way you write your examples, so when you write your examples you need to make sure they are estimable for example. And obviously your scenarios would be derived from examples and therefore will automatically be estimable. So it’s more relevant at the time of example mapping rather than feature file.* Similar declarations were heard from all the participants who either have conversations before writing scenarios or validate them after they are written as listed in Table 4.2.

(A) Granular and Imperative help on Estimable

Additionally, some participants (P12 and P16) declared that steps with a low granularity, written in an imperative way and carrying fine grained details, help the technical team to estimate the effort to implement them. P12 have developed a system to aid estimate his work with function points [31] by counting the amount of steps of inputs, outputs, integrations, and so on. P15 agreed with it, but declared that *it may be more estimable all the time, but coming back it loses all the*
value. As other participants declared that estimable was not useful for textual scenario quality evaluation, we removed that attribute from our list of potential ones.

( B ) Prioritization

Prioritization was another characteristic that was more suited to conversations around features than to analyze textual BDD scenarios. P1 and P16 went as far as saying that the PO defines it, alongside the client. P13 suggested that happy path scenarios may have more priority - a characteristic that P1 had assigned to valuable attribute. P3, P14, P17, and P18 suggested the use of tags to tell a scenario priority, using a scale with “low”, “medium” and “high” priority – a characteristic explored on later sections, which also helps on valuable and understandable attributes. Others (P1, P2, P4, P5, P6, P7, P8, P9, P10, P11, P12, P15, P16) have disregarded prioritization as interesting to evaluate textual scenarios, so we decided to also leave that attribute out of our list.

( C ) Automation Characteristics

Finally, some comments were more directed to the test automation side of BDD scenarios. P17 is used to review textual scenarios alongside their steps code, so feasibility for him was described by how possible that scenario is to automate – a characteristic that was deemed unimportant for textual scenarios by others. P5 had show concerns with test execution time, but have not assigned it to any attribute – therefore, we judge this is not something she would use to evaluate the quality of BDD scenarios. P16 was concerned with the ability to have generic steps, easy to reuse and to create new test cases with different parameters, aligned with his opinion that a valuable scenario is the one more useful for the technical team – again, not associated only with the textual description of a BDD scenario, our research focus.

4.2.8 Additional Attributes

Some characteristics outside our list were quoted as important as well, like completeness (P1, P4, P11, P18), coherence (P3, P8), cohesion (P12, P16), integrity (P17), and declarative rather than imperative language (P10, P11, P18). As they were not our investigation focus, not all participants had the chance to provide their opinions about them, so we will just list them here for future reference. Each participant addition is shown in Figure 4.15.

( A ) Complete

P1 defined a set of scenarios complete if, during a review, he detects a scenario is missing, what could means the product would be delivered with an unexpected bug. P4 defined it when the scenarios requirements are not entirely covered. P11 suggested that all the scenarios should cover the feature completely – therefore also adding completeness to the list. Finally, P18 assigned completeness to valuable when considering the feature file as a whole or a set of scenarios.
On a related way, P4 highlighted the importance of adding variations to scenarios, thus having only 1 or 2 scenarios in a feature make it very thin. When variations are added, one has to pay attention to missing scenarios as well. When analyzing the scenarios on the profile photos feature file in Figure 4.16, P4 declared it to raises more questions or concerns, as there is no thing in this feature if Robert deletes a profile photo, so can Alice continue to see it? That is not really described, so that would raise a concern on me, something that says the feature is not complete.

( B ) Writing Patterns

Coherence was referred to P3 when talking about how his team define the semantics on how you write the scenario [...] you follow the same pattern even if you have a different application. According to him, you can have 3 or 4 business analysts working in the same application, if it’s really big, and everyone can come with their own way of explaining a scenario – so if you define a semantic like, first it should be, you know, the user or the something, the user or the entity for example and then it should be followed by a word then the context. These kinds of semantics really helps everyone to follow the same pattern. Or at least they would be written in similar pattern. P8 referred to it as consensus about the scenarios, when stating that BDD projects should be under
Figure 4.16 – Profile photos feature

consensus so if they are using this way then it should be used always that way within the same project. Therefore, coherence, or keeping the same standard way of writing, is another word that could be used to evaluate sets of scenarios.

(C) Cohesion

Within the context of component-level design for object-oriented systems, cohesion implies that a component or class encapsulates only attributes and operations that are closely related to one another and to the class or component itself [31]. Within the context of BDD scenarios, P16 said that scenarios should have a reason to belong to a given feature file and P12, while also agreeing, added that the order the scenarios are presented on a feature file should make sense.
(D) Integrity

P17 highlighted the importance of using the three BDD keywords, Given/When/Then, in all the scenarios, while also keeping the integrity of their usage. He declared that have sometimes seen people do, to try to circumvent the rule of strict steps ordering, is they will start turning Then verifications into When steps, they will say something like When I’m on Alice’s page, And I should see look at this dog, Then I focusing And ... - they are violating the integrity of the steps type, and that’s no more behavior driven than the original procedure.

(E) Declarative rather than Imperative

Additionally, some participants (P10, P11, P18) highlighted the need to enforce the use of declarative language, as seen in Figure 4.5, by turning it into an attribute on its own, in separation of concise. P10 said that you can think about one thing, and that can be done in two different ways, could be both declarative and imperative, as his interpretation of conciseness focus only on the lack of unnecessary details. P11 also had the same focus and thus put the use of declarative language in separation of every other attribute. P18 interpretation for conciseness, to have crispy, very clear scenarios, also have not had room for the use of declarative language and therefore that characteristic was kept in separation as well.

(E) Same as Others

Finally, some participants have suggested to transform into additional attributes some characteristics assigned by other participants, like: uniqueness (P3, P17), already covered under valuable attribute; atomic (P6, P14, P18), already covered under the small attribute; steps reusability, a characteristic out of our scope due to the focus on the scenario’s test automation side; ubiquitous (P9, P10), already covered under understandable; independence (P6), already covered under testable attribute; and modularity (P3), already covered under the testable attribute section.

4.3 Participant’s Criteria

In order to better understand how each attribute presence or absence is reflected on a BDD scenarios, participant’s criteria, more tied to the actual textual scenario than generic attributes and similar to author’s experience-based criteria [34][38], were taken from the answers of Questions 5 and 6 in Table 3.2. Additionally, those criteria were tied back to the attributes in Question 13 (Table 3.2), in the hope it would refine our literature-informed quality attributes and enhance them with good and bad practices – a refinement that have not be possible due to the multiple interpretations of the literature-based quality attributes.

The results presented in the next sections are also based on a partial mind map summarizing the participants opinions, shown collapsed in Figure 4.17. This summary will be expanded in each
section, on which several criteria are grouped together into four groups: language criteria, steps
criteria, title criteria, and others criteria.

4.3.1 Language

Language groups together characteristics, summarized in Figure 4.18, that depend on
writing decisions, such as the use of business terms instead of technical ones, the declaration of
actions rather than the description of steps and the subject point of view.

( A ) Ubiquitous

The consistent use of business language, like a glossary that appears consistently on all
scenarios (P9) is regarded mostly as a good practice. P9 also referenced it properly, saying that in
domain driven design that is known as ubiquitous language – the same term that we mapped as one
of the meaning of understandable attribute in a previous section.

Participants have mapped it as a good practice impacting understandable (P1, P2, P3, P5, P6, P7, P8, P9, P10, P11, P15, P18), unambiguous (P3, P8, P10, P13), and concise (P4, P11) attributes and as a pain-point for the estimable (P3) attribute – for P3, if it’s on technical language it’s very easy to estimate.

( B ) Technical Jargon

In opposition, the use of technical language, or technical jargon, as expressed in Figure
4.12, is considered as harmful for understandable (P1, P2, P5, P6, P8, P9, P11, P14, P17, P18),
concise (P2, P10), unambiguous (P2), small (P10), valuable (P7), and testable (P10) attributes. Other examples of technical language would be the use of HTTP response codes (P5), or automation steps on the UI like *When I click a button.*

(C) Actor Consistency

Despite the consistent use of business language terms, some participants also pointed out the need to write steps using third person point of view. P18 highlighted the use of third person as a good thing as *it could get your whole team to think like the user and that would be very useful.* P18 continued by saying that “I”, as in “I reading it”, or “I the QA” or “I the developer”, what I do might be a bit different of what the actually would be doing. It helps to set a mindset, when you are thinking more about the user.

A way to use third person point if view is to build personas – fictional characters that are meant to represent the different types of people who will be using the system, as pointed out by Smart [34] on his book about BDD. P2 exemplified this referring how the use of “alice@alice.alice”, on scenarios such as the one in Figure 4.5 with a step *When I sign in as “alice@alice.alice”*, could be changed to *Given I sign in as Alice*. He explained that decision saying that *you have a object, a persona, called Alice, with a number of properties, one of them being her email address, and you have that, so you do not have to specifically define those variables again.*

Another way to use third person point of view is to describe roles of users, as described by P6: *but if you say “an user must be logged in” that’s already a bad line because the user can have a variety of meaning, it can be, it can have administrator or a guest user or, no, the user must be logged in so it cannot be a guest user. It can be an user with access rights type A or type B or anything like that. What you should say is “an user in group XYZ” or “the user with template ABC” and then you have a bunch of users template where you define what your actual setup is.*

The use of all forms of third person point of view is considered as a good practice and enhances the understandable (P2, P7, P17), concise (P9), unambiguous (P6), and valuable (P14, P18) attributes. Additionally, some participants (P16, P17), while inclined to use third person point of view on their steps, were already happy only with consistency - using always first person or always third person.

(D) Declarative rather than Imperative

Despite the language terms and the point of view, there is also the concern about how granular a scenario step description should be, as exemplified in Figure 4.5.

P2 said scenarios should *focus on the problem, not the solution* and P8 called it as declarative, with imperative being his opposite. For P17, *Gherkin is meant to be declarative because it tries to describe behavior that add business value, it’s not necessarily to give the implementation on how that behavior works.*
P17 explained that difference in the writer mindset, saying that the difference between declarative and imperative is in how granular your details are in your steps. He also said that the declarative way to say something would be “Given the user is logged into the app”, very simple, very descriptive, it’s not necessarily saying how is done, it’s saying what is done.

P5 warned about how imperative writing may impact the maintainability of scenario, saying that if you write it like this [in imperative form] and the UI changes than this test will break. Whereas if you write it further, “I block the user so and so”, the change you have to make is much smaller, because it’s at a lower level, somewhere in the supporting code.

In opposition, P17 also described the imperative way of writing this action as Given the user enters www.whatevermywebsiteis.com And the user enters the username field And the user enters andrewknight And the user enters the password field And the user answers abc123 When the user clicks the login button Then the page is rendered. For P17, ultimately, for the automation sake, those specific actions would need to be taken, because you need to use something like Selenium webdriver to click various elements on the page, but the thing is, that’s impertinent at the Gherkin level right, Gherkin is meant to be descriptive, it’s meant to be high level, it’s meant to be business oriented, it’s meant to be behaviors and not necessarily neat gritty little steps.

For those participants who mix scenario’s writing with conversations, either before or after the writing of them, the use of declarative language is seen as a good practice that enhances understandable (P7, P8, P9, P14, P15), testable (P1, P2, P5), concise (P8, P17), and unambiguous (P14, P15) attributes. Imperative language usage was considered as harmful for testable (P1, P18), small (P5), understandable (P7), and concise (P17).

However, P12 and P16, who use scenarios with a technical approach in mind, considered declarative form of writing harmful for understandable (P12, P16), estimable (P16), feasible (P16), testable (P16), unambiguous (P16), and valuable (P16) attributes. Imperative writing was considered a good practice that enhances estimable (P12, P16), understandable (P12, P16) feasible (P16), testable (P13, P16), unambiguous (P16), and valuable (P16) attributes.

4.3.2 Steps

Steps characteristics, summarized in Figure 4.19, look at how many steps a scenario have, how long are they, and what step keyword to use.

(A) Few and Short Steps

Having long scenarios with many steps, as shown in Figure 4.5, is considered harmful mainly for concise (P2, P3, P6, P7, P8, P9, P15, P17, P18) and small (P1, P3, P4, P5, P10, P11, P13, P14), as already discussed on those attributes’ sections. There were also reports about it affecting unambiguous (P3), understandable (P14), and testable (P18) attributes. In a similar
way, lengthy statements, as shown in Figure 4.7, are considered harmful for concise (P3, P5, P7, P9, P17), small (P1, P3, P4, P10), and understandable (P17) attributes.

P17 said that, *the more imperative you write your scenarios the more lines it will have, so if you have too many lines, you can kinda guess, you can probably state some of those things a little bit better*, which could indicate that having fewer steps is not a proper goal, but having scenarios written in a declarative format rather than imperative would.

**(B) Steps Order**

Additionally, there was a concern with the natural step order of Given/When/Then being violated. On examples such as in Figure 4.20, from which P17 commented as a major BDD violation, which he explain saying that *one of the hard and fast rules that I apply for writing BDD scenarios is the strict ordering of steps, Given/When/Then order*. P2 said that alternating the use of When and Then words means that you need to split up in two smaller scenarios and that a good test is exactly one verification and alternating when and then means you are testing more than one thing in the same scenario. P6 described it as expanding your scenario to cover multiple pieces of functionality, and added that *I do not like chaining in scenarios because you are not considering those scenarios might take future changes. Because if you build your scenarios like this, then how can you build code that only does one thing - you get bad code as well, as a result of bad scenarios.*

Therefore, this violation of the natural step order is considered a bad practice that affects understandable (P2, P4, P8, P10, P14, P17, P18), concise (P2, P3, P8, P9, P14, P18), testable (P2, P7, P18), unambiguous (P3, P14, P17), valuable (P3, P18), and small (P6) attributes.
In a similar way, the multiple repetition of the same step, demonstrated by the excessive use of Given/When/Then steps in sequence or the “And” keyword, is also judged a bad practice. P4 summarized it saying that *If there are many Ands than it makes it probably harder to understand.* Additionally, P6 declared that multiple repeated steps, like the example in Figure 4.8 may indicate those scenarios were written as test scripts and not to describe functionality.

This repetition of the same step bad-practice affects unambiguous (P4, P7, P11, P12, P14), concise (P4, P7, P8, P14), testable (P4, P6, P9), understandable (P4, P7, P14), and small (P5) attributes.

4.3.3 Titles

Despite analyzing the language and the steps characteristics, participants were also asked to analyze the scenario and feature file titles and descriptions. The characteristics that emerged are summarized in Figure 4.21.

(A) Feature Description

Feature titles and descriptions were often pointed out as *intended business outcome or the indented business value* (P2) in one way or another. That good practice would enhance the understandable (P4, P14) and valuable (P7) attributes.

Some participants (P11, P15, P17) have suggested using the user story standard description on feature descriptions. However, P8 did not believe feature descriptions are useful at all, even worse if they have user stories descriptions like in the example in Figure 4.22. *In this case [comments.feature] this is a user story description which I generally do not like that my feature files to be structured based on user stories because the user stories are somehow arbitrary split of the implementation so it depends on what fits into your Sprint, what is current priority. And continues*
saying what he really want to see: *I just want to see right now the behaviour of my application.*

[...]*This feature file is about comments but I do not see any benefit on a user story description like this, so maybe there’s lot of other actors that can do comments, so I generally do not put the user story text into the feature files.*

Additionally, some participants (P10, P15) warned about the use of technical details on feature descriptions, such as in the phrase *Access protected resources using auth code flow*, which P15 declared: *I do not really understand what using auth code flow would be. Yeah I can understand using and I think I can understand what auth code flow might mean but there’s probably some less technical that could be used there.*

( B ) Scenario Titles

Regarding scenarios’ titles, participants declared it should either express the intended action (P3, P5, P9, P10, P13, P16, P17) or the intended outcome (P2, P8, P12, P14), or both (P18, P11). Surprisingly, only few have declared it affects an attribute – from those who did, they mapped it with understandable (P9, P18), testable (P2, P15), and concise (P12) attributes.

Some participants were concerned with how good the correlation of the scenario title and a When step was. For example, when P9 reads a title that says it’s *about a user mentioning another user*, he was lead to assume that *this is the main action, in this example, a user mentioning another user, but the action which would normally be found on the When step, is the “I sign in as Alice”*. For others, like P10, that also declared it’s important to have scenario titles expressing the intended action, *it should not match any step, necessarily, and it should, however, be nice if it tells me what it is doing.*

For others, the intended outcome is enough, as exemplified by P2, who declared: *I personally like to see a desired outcome scenario name.* So regarding the “Hovercards on the main stream” scenario, if I split it up for a single scenario for activation and a single scenario for deactivation I’d call the first one “Hovercards on the main stream can be activated” and the second one “Hovercards on the main stream can be deactivated” [illustrated in Figure 4.23]. And that’s because if you just see scenario names into a reporting tool I’d like to know just with the scenario name and the execution result of that scenario I want to be able to determine what feature in my application works or does not work anymore. For P15, this intended outcome is *what is I’m sort of testing*, while P8 called it the *goal of a scenario* and, when reading a title phrased as *Comment to the status show page*, he inquired: *what do you want to test here? Are you able to comment? To do a comment? So I would like to have something that describes kind of a business rule, something that says this was fulfilled or not fulfilled, not just a topic.* P17 is pleased without the outcome, as he declared that many times when you read the action, the outcome is sort of implied.

Additionally, there are others who want to see both, outcome and action, expressed on the title – as P11, who says that a scenario title *should briefly tell me what I’m testing and what I’m expecting as the outcome.* So just, obviously if it takes too much space, you would not want to over-complicate things, you would want to keep it brief, otherwise it basically defeats the purpose.
So what you could do this, if you would write more text, just add a comment below the scenario keyword. So it would basically appear as informative test, just under scenario keyword, you can do that in a feature file.

A common goal shared by some participants (P2, P11, P17) was to have scenario titles help on failure reporting. As summarized by P11, if you are able to write good titles, when this test report is shown to someone, your project manager, your business owner or your tester, they would instantly know, without looking at the steps, what exactly is being validated here, or what would you expected. P2 added up for that goal by saying that you are using an living documentation and this is not only for the specification side but also for the reporting side.

4.3.4 Additional Criteria

Despite the scenario’s language, titles and steps descriptions, Gherkin language allow other types of constructions such as the use of a background section, tags, scenario outlines examples, data tables or double quotes aid to pass parameters. Those characteristics are summarized in Figure 4.24.

( A ) Background

For P18, a Background sets the context for the rest of the feature. And when you start reading it, ok, these users will always exist for all these scenarios. So that’s useful, but, that’s fine,
it’s also very helpful when you try to automate things, because the Given can be defined to run before each test, so it also helps on that purpose. Actually, one last thing about the Background, potentially it can show, it can be sort of a sanity check to confirm that the entire feature in fact is about one feature so it’s tied to one background, so it might help there as well. However, P15 reflected on the need of a background section, when asking himself: does adding a Background make it harder for people to read? If it makes it harder for people to read, then no, it’s a bad idea. If you’ve got a quite large number of scenarios, the Background should have a different title as well.

P10 said a background section should not mix Given/When/Then steps and it is most likely the Given stuff. Additionally, confirming P15’s opinion, P10 said that where we have 3 scenarios in a feature file, I would not put it in the background. It could be argued that this is a duplication [...] but in almost any situation and specially in any test case, I prefer clarity over duplication.

The use of background section can enhance the concise (P2, P4, P17, P18) and understandable (P2, P4, P17) attributes, as shown before in Figure 4.4.

(B) Tags

Tags were reported as being used for scenario’s categorization (P1, P2, P3, P11, P12, P13, P14, P16) and as a communication tool (P3, P7, P10, P15, P17).

P1, who has scenarios that run on desktop or mobile, argued that tags can be used to separate those scenarios. P11 said you could have some feature files tagged as end-to-end UI based scenario, some could be tagged as integration, some could be tagged as a component or you could also have feature based tags or module based tags. P12, P13, P16 also use tags for run specific tests on specific situation

Additionally, P15 reported that tag is all about metadata, so tags are all about adding information from a usage or metadata point of view which is not associated with the behavior. P1 reported there are tags for smoke tests – I have a regression pack which is quite huge and when we need to do a smoke test with just basic scenarios we tag those as smoke. In the same way, P3 reported it can give the context of the importance of the scenario or the feature, and explained it further by saying that if you categorize your feature and scenarios into mainly different areas, something like UI, or maybe say it depends on integration to start, you know... just a basic story, a back end test, it gives a sense of the importance of this scenario or feature. Where this feature stands from an application stand point of view.

However, P5 warned about excesses. For P5, if you are using the tags than you want to be able to run a certain test of sets, given a certain tag, and why would you want to run only a certain set and not all the tests? Because maybe something changed in this area, but if your test suite is fast enough you could run all of them. There would be no need to say in this case I will only need to run there and not those. So this could also be a code smell, excessive use of tags. Additionally, P2 warned about the use of tags for technical purposes only, when he said that a tag tells something about the implementation, not about the intention or the behavior of your application and specify something of the intent or the implementation of your test scenarios may
not... if you want to group features or scenarios together I think you’d be better of just regrouping
the features or placing features into folders, what is more understood by humans than tags that can
appear whatever. I do not use those for technical purposes.

The use of tags affects valuable (P1, P3, P4, P14, P17), understandable (P3, P11), prior-
itized (P3, P14), and unambiguous (P3) attributes. However, P2 said it can harm understandable
due to their technical nature.

(C) Data Tables

Data tables had caused different reactions from participants. As summarized by P8, tables
has pros and cons, such as, well, the pros are for repetitive tests that needs to cover a different range
in the input and they could be considered one scenarios. The cons are that you might accidentally
bunch many scenarios together that should be kept separate - so it should be less and less easy to
read, less clear.

P11 considered that tables are a good idea, actually, so instead of having to you know
write several lines if you can structure then in a nice table, obviously the table should not have 20
columns, you know, if it’s a nice concise small table which is easy to read and as long as it does not
have like 20 rows or 20 columns, it looks good, it’s easier to read, it’s better than writing 10 steps,
as it’s possible that you are able to summarize them in one table. And that makes much easier
to read, as long it is a small, concise table with a minimum at steps, minimum rows and columns.
P14 also agrees with that same opinion of having small tables, and highlights the importance of
headers on that table. P18 said tables are a good way to input data, and that’s why most people
use Cucumber is because of data tables in particular. P13 was in favor of even using multiple tables
at a same scenario.

However, some participants (P1, P2, P7, P10) would not use data tables at all. For
example, P1 said: I would not use a data table, I’d use examples, because data tables are complex
because it’s just a bunch of data you can send but you do not really know what’s the context in the
step. Because you are not setting a variable value, that you have in the middle of the step. P2 said
that, when creating an end-to-end test using a tool like Selenium, using tables is often a sign of
bad automated test design if you use tables in those tests, because then basically you are repeating
the same process, the same customer flow, with different parameters. And for me that’s a sign that
those tests with parameters should be executed at the lower level. P7 dislike data on scenarios,
completely. P10 even declared: I’m not always convinced that they [data tables and examples] lift
their own weight. I think it that, if you need so many examples, maybe we’re actually starting to
use Gherkin as a testing tool rather than a communication tool.

The use of data tables affects concise (P1, P3, P11, P17, P18), understandable (P3, P7,
P17, P18), unambiguous (P14), and testable (P14) attributes.
(D) Scenario Outline - Examples

In a similar way as tables, scenario outlines have received mixed reactions from participants. P3 uses it when I have to execute the same scenario for different type of data - there’s no change in the scenario only data is different. So on the form example we were talking before, for the web page, so there maybe I entered the data and verifying the validity, but depending on the data my result is different. P5 also uses it, in a pragmatic way, as stated: so we used these scenarios outlines with examples to check the different type of cases. It’s a really easy way to get all of this, to test all of these cases, to check if all the different options are covered and are correct. But I also understand how, you know, the fact that they are so easy to use and it’s so easy to add more test cases is also a risk because then you end up with huge test suites and you have to be critical of does each example actually add value.

However, P15 argued that they are generally misused and often a code smell. Because they lead people time to test combinatorial testing, the test of all permutations of a particular situation. That’s not what BDD is for - BDD is to tell you What you are gonna do and you have all other tests to show you that you build it right. P17 enforces a rule on his code reviews – every time that you have a row in your example table of the scenario outline, you have to justify why there’s an equivalence class for unique input into scenario – because I’ve seen teams, also I work with other teams like internally consultancy to get them to do BDD practices, and on those teams specially I’ve saw people trying to blow like 500 rows in an example table and I have to go back to them and say do you really need all those rows, because 500 rows means 500 test iterations, is that really what you, is that the best usage of our time, as resources, test runs over night.

The use of scenario outlines affects concise (P17, P18), understandable (P17, P18), unambiguous (P1), and testable (P17) attributes.

4.4 Newly-defined Quality Attributes

In order to analyze our results, we first have to understand what we have: in one hand, we have multiple interpretations to traditional attributes; at the other, we have participants’ personal criteria, attached to BDD scenarios details.

Each of those interpretations of each attribute can be seen as a potential attribute, as we cannot decide for ourselves what interpretation of each attribute is best suited than others without enforcing our own bias. In order to couple those interpretations with BDD scenarios, we mix them with participants’ personal criteria, that are naturally attached to BDD scenarios. Those are now referred to as characteristics, grouped to similar ones to define 8 quality attributes. The full mapping of the mentioned characteristics into our newly-defined quality attributes can be found in Table 4.4, while a summary of the newly-defined quality attributes can be found in Table 4.5.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Characteristic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Essential</td>
<td>(Concise) Not Too Many Details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essential</td>
<td>(Concise) Not Too Many Steps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essential</td>
<td>(Concise) No Unnecessary Lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essential</td>
<td>(Small) Not Many Steps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essential</td>
<td>(Steps) Few and Short Steps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essential</td>
<td>(Steps) Steps Repetition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essential</td>
<td>(Additional Constructions) Background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essential</td>
<td>(Additional Constructions) Data Tables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essential</td>
<td>(Additional Constructions) Scenario Outline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focused</td>
<td>(Concise) Focused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focused</td>
<td>(Testable) Focused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focused</td>
<td>(Language) Declarative rather than Imperative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focused</td>
<td>(Additional Characteristics) Declarative vs Imperative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>(Small) Test One Single Thing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>(Testable) Clear Outcomes and Verifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>(Testable) Clear and Simple Given's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>(Unambiguous) Single Clear Intention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>(Unambiguous) Scenarios Testing the Same Thing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear</td>
<td>(Language) Technical Jargon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear</td>
<td>(Concise) Clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear</td>
<td>(Unambiguous) Vague Statements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear</td>
<td>(Unambiguous) High Granularity Steps Descriptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>(Testable) Follow the Steps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>(Testable) Completeness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>(Understandable) Self Contained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>(Unambiguous) Completeness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>(Additional Characteristics) Complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique</td>
<td>(Valuable) Unique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique</td>
<td>(Valuable) Business Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique</td>
<td>(Additional Characteristics) Cohesion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique</td>
<td>(Titles) Feature Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique</td>
<td>(Titles) Scenario Titles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique</td>
<td>(Additional Constructions) Tags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubiquitous</td>
<td>(Understandable) Ubiquitous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubiquitous</td>
<td>(Language) Ubiquitous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubiquitous</td>
<td>(Language) Actor Consistency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubiquitous</td>
<td>(Unambiguous) Ubiquitous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubiquitous</td>
<td>(Additional Characteristics) Writing Patterns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrous</td>
<td>(Understandable) Good English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrous</td>
<td>(Additional Characteristics) Integrity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrous</td>
<td>(Steps) Steps Order</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.5 – Summary of the newly defined quality attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>BDD scenarios should...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Essential</td>
<td>... avoid unnecessary details and steps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focused</td>
<td>... declare &quot;what&quot; is being done rather than &quot;how&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>... formalize a single intention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear</td>
<td>... be correctly understood by all parties involved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>... have all the information needed to cover all feature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique</td>
<td>... be fundamentally different to the other scenarios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubiquitous</td>
<td>... use business terms and roles in a consistent way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrous</td>
<td>... respect the rules of Gherkin language</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some of the participants opinions had to be left aside. Due to our focus on textual scenario’s descriptions only, the interpretation of small as in a small code for that step did not hold a position in our groups. In the same way, the missing characteristic of independent scenarios, that would allow the evaluation of how a scenario execution could affect the other, was left out of our list. Neither are other automation characteristics described on prior sections.

Additionally, the interpretation that an understandable scenario is one where technical people understand what to do conflicts with our notion about how BDD scenarios should bring together business and technical roles and serve as a standard documentation source (P18) – therefore, our groups do not cover that as well.

4.4.1 Essential

The essential attribute represents the fact that only essential information should be written into textual BDD scenarios. It is derived from some of the interpretations of concise, such as the avoidance of unnecessary details and unnecessary lines. The use of unnecessary lines would make more steps to be written, and therefore the "not many steps" interpretation, that was assigned to concise and small attributes, also falls into this newly-defined attribute.

The steps’ characteristics "unnecessary lines" and "many steps" reinforces that belief – both have affected either concise or small attributes badly. One practice to avoid pre-conditions repetition is the use of a background section – a characteristic that aid on concise attribute and therefore would also aid to the newly-defined essential attribute.

Other good practices are to either summarize steps into a data table, short and with meaningful titles, or to group similar scenarios together using a scenario outline. Both practices have benefits and potential problems, as already mentioned in the corresponding previous sections, but they seem to positively affect the essential attribute idea as all of them had positively affected concise attribute according to some participants.
4.4.2 Focused

The focused attribute represents the need of declaring “what” a scenario should do (writing it in a declarative way), rather than describing “how” that action will be performed (writing it in an imperative way). It comes directly from one of the interpretations of concise and testable attributes in Table 4.4, that helped name this newly-defined attribute.

It can also be understood by looking from the “declarative rather than imperative” language characteristic’s perspective, that some participants (P1, P5, P8, P16, P17) declared to affect either concise or testable literature attributes. Strangely enough, that criteria had also affected understandable attribute in a similar degree, but no participant had said that understandable BDD scenarios should be more focused.

Additionally, “declarative rather than imperative” also appeared as a missing quality attribute in the list used in the interviews, reinforcing the idea of having this characteristic as an exclusive attribute.

4.4.3 Singular

The singular attribute represents the need of a scenario to have a single purpose and to demonstrate this purpose clearly. The fact that BDD scenarios should have a “single intention” was an interpretation mentioned for unambiguous attribute that is similar to the “test one thing” interpretation of the small attribute in Table 4.4. Another interpretation of the unambiguous attribute was also that, sometimes, scenarios written differently were “testing the same thing”.

Therefore, we believe that the singular intention should be an attribute evaluated in separation of the others. Clear outcomes (assigned to verifications on Then steps) and pre-conditions (assigned to Given steps), both mentioned on testable attribute, would also be interpretations tied to this attribute.

4.4.4 Clear

The clear attribute appeared due to the fact that vague statements can harm as much as an excess of details. Additionally, high granularity steps, an interpretation of unambiguous attribute in Table 4.4, could be easily identified as vague steps for technical people. However, the use of technical jargon, a criteria that harms understandable attribute, could represent less clear steps for business people.

Therefore, there should be a certain balance that allows a scenario to be correctly understood by all parties involved. The word clear appeared as an interpretation of the concise attribute in Table 4.4 that would also reinforce the before mentioned unambiguous’ interpretations.
4.4.5 Complete

The complete attribute, also an interpretation from testable and unambiguous literature attributes, can be seen from multiple perspectives. On the scenario level, all the information needed to understand and follow those steps should be present – represented by the “follow the steps” and the “self contained” characteristics in Table 4.4. On the feature level, the set of scenario’s should provide enough coverage for that feature – a missing attribute on the interviews list mentioned in the early subsections.

4.4.6 Unique

The unique attribute can be summarized by the quote is it testing something fundamentally different to the other scenarios from P15, stating that a scenario’s business value should be evident from its description and from the fact it is interesting. That interpretation came directly from the valuable attribute’s interpretation in Table 4.4. Even tough we could keep using the valuable word to describe this characteristic, uniqueness seems to be more suited to represent it.

To aid on that assessment, each scenario title should inform the reader about its behavior, preferably expressing its action and its outcome while correlating those with the actual steps. Also, feature file descriptions, often in the user story format, can aid on recognizing a set of scenarios importance. Tags, serving as the scenario’s meta-data, can provide important information to express the scenario context.

4.4.7 Ubiquitous

The ubiquitous attribute represents the use of business terms, either taken from a glossary or a team’s common knowledge, and helps to reinforce the need to bring scenarios closer to technical and business people alike. Ubiquitous, also a word that appeared as an interpretation of understandable and unambiguous attributes, seems to be the correct word to represent that common vocabulary.

The criteria of using business defined roles and/or personas in a consistent way enhances the ubiquity of a scenario description, as some participants (P2, P6, P7, P17) argue that it positively affect either understandable or unambiguous attributes. Also, that consistency need matched the need of a writing pattern, highlighted as a missing attribute in Table 4.4.
4.4.8 Integrous

The *integrous* attribute reminds us that a scenario should respect the rules of Gherkin language, as the natural sequence of Given/When/Then steps. Also, it should use proper steps tenses (Given steps in the past, When steps in the present, Then steps in the future), and it should respect each keyword type (Given describing pre-conditions, When describing actions and Then describing verifications) as described on both the understandable and the missing integrity attribute in Table 4.4. Finally, as pointed out on another missing attribute on the interviews list, it’s interesting to keep a certain writing pattern, to avoid having different styles of descriptions appearing on different scenarios written by different people.
5. PROPOSED QUESTION-BASED CHECKLIST

This chapter takes the newly defined attributes from Section 4.4 and transform them into a question-based checklist in Table 5.1, as follows, that we believe could be suited to evaluate BDD scenarios – thus, answering our RQ2. The output of those questions are meant to help the evaluator decide how good her BDD scenarios are and, if not satisfactory, may be the input of additional conversations around those scenarios.

The question-based checklist is aimed to evaluate a feature file, a group of BDD scenarios, similar to the ones on Diaspora project that were evaluated by the participants. Using Shull et. al’s [33] definition of a reading technique, the questions on our question-based checklist are organized per scope with the purpose to guide the reader on using the questions – first on the feature file level, than on scenario level and then on steps level. That concrete procedure, added to the list of questions, allow us to characterize our question-based checklist as a reading technique.

This scope decision came from the fact that no participant was inclined to analyze a scenario per time – all of them read the feature file rapidly before focusing in one scenario per time. Unfortunately, none of our interview questions focused on the scope of their evaluation, to understand what was their rationale in doing so, so we assume the participants natural behavior is a good enough guidance for us.

Questions 1 and 2 are suited for the feature level, while Questions 3 to 8 scopes are on the scenario level, and therefore should be used to analyze each scenario at once, and Questions 9 to 12 scopes are on the steps level, and therefore should be used to analyze each step at a time. We recommend the evaluator of the quality of BDD scenarios to answer Questions 1 and 2 by looking at the bigger picture first – the feature file as a whole, then proceeding to analyze every scenario on it with Questions 3 to 12.

Question 1 focuses the analysis on the feature description, so the evaluator can check if the intended business outcome or business value is expressed in that area – a characteristic of the unique attribute. It can be represented in an user story format, like the one found in Figure 4.22, as recommended by some participants (P11, P15, P17), but this is not enforced on BDD technique nor on this question-based checklist as the real purpose of that description is to make evident to the evaluator the business outcome or value of that feature – a trait P8 has not seen in that figure. Figure 4.16 also shows a feature title that could be re-think – P4 said it to lack completeness, but Question 1 could certainly be the one to reason about that matter.

Question 2 focus is also on the feature level, but it aims to have the evaluator question how completely the BDD scenarios cover that feature. The question purpose is to motivate the evaluator on having a glimpse of all the scenarios in order to check what are they testing, in the hope that the evaluator can identify missing BDD scenarios that should be part of that feature file coverage using his own knowledge about the system. For example, thoughts such as the ones shown by P4 when analyzing the feature file in Figure 4.16 are advisable, as he questions: there is no thing in this feature if Robert deletes a profile photo, so can Alice continue to see it?
Table 5.1 – Question-based checklist for BDD scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Scope</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The feature file business value or outcome can be identified by its description?</td>
<td>Feature</td>
<td>Unique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The feature file have any missing scenarios?</td>
<td>Feature</td>
<td>Complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The scenario carries all the information needed to understand it?</td>
<td>Scenario</td>
<td>Complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The scenario have steps that can be removed without affecting its understanding?</td>
<td>Scenario</td>
<td>Essential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>How different each scenario is from the others?</td>
<td>Scenario</td>
<td>Unique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>The scenario single action can be identified on its title and match what the scenario is doing?</td>
<td>Scenario</td>
<td>Singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>The scenario outcome or verifications can be identified on its title and match what the scenario is doing?</td>
<td>Scenario</td>
<td>Singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>This scenario respects Gherkin keywords meaning and its natural order?</td>
<td>Scenario</td>
<td>Integrous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Does that step correctly employs business terms, including a proper actor?</td>
<td>Step</td>
<td>Ubiquitous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Does that step have details that can be removed without affecting its meaning?</td>
<td>Step</td>
<td>Essential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Does that step express &quot;what&quot; it is doing by being written in a declarative way?</td>
<td>Step</td>
<td>Focused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Does the step allow different interpretations by being vague or misleading?</td>
<td>Step</td>
<td>Clear</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Question 3 aims to avoid scenarios that need additional information to be understood. One evaluator should be able to "follow the steps", as the scenario is "self contained" enough to allow anyone from the team to do that, as in the scenario in Figure 4.10. However, scenarios are not meant to be as complete as test cases, so a certain balance has to be achieved.

Therefore, Question 4 targets unnecessary steps, that adds more information than what is essential to validate the behavior being tested, like on the scenario found in Figure 4.8. This question also intends to evaluate how additional constructions available on the Gherkin language were used, raising questions such as: is the link between the background section and every scenario strong enough? can a background be generated to avoid steps repetition, such as in Figure 4.4? is the use of data tables necessary, such as in Figure 4.3? is the use of scenario outline and example tables necessary?

Similarly, Question 5 aims to question the need of a scenario in that feature file. The answer to that question may well come from the completeness analysis on Question 2, but here the focus is on how different a scenario is from the others in the sense of the business value this scenario bring to the whole feature file. The evaluator may even wonder why this scenario is being tested at this acceptance test level and not under unit test or integration test levels, or even why this needs to be automated at all.
Question 6 and 7 are meant to evaluate the relationship between what is advertised in the scenario title and the actual steps’ descriptions. In Question 6, the evaluator is asked to focus on the scenario single action, represented on the When step. The evaluator should question if the action is represented in a single step (and if not, why not) and if the action writing is aligned with the scenario title. In an analogous way, in Question 7 the evaluator is asked to focus on the scenario verifications and outcomes, found on the Then steps, and in how aligned they are with the purpose expressed in the title. Ideas of a better writing strategy, such as the one in Figure 4.23, can be raised when the evaluator is thinking on those questions.

Question 8 validates the integrity of the Gherkin rules on every scenario, allowing the evaluator to question if Given steps are really representing pre-conditions, if When steps are representing actions and if Then steps are representing outcomes. If necessary, the evaluator can question the statements tenses as well. Also, this question protects against violations on the order of those keywords, such as the violation shown in Figure 4.20.

Question 9 assumes that all the steps are using correct business terms in a consistently way, empowering scenarios with an ubiquitous language that technical and non-technical people could understand. Examples such as in Figure 4.12 are not recommended. Additionally, the actor performing every step action should represent a business role rather than "I" or "the user".

Question 10, similar to Question 4, aims to reduce unnecessary information, but on the step level rather than on the scenario level. If some details are important to be added to represent how different the scenario data is from others, maybe a data table would be needed, like in Figure 4.3. Additionally, if a data table is present, the evaluator should question what is the need of it to understand the step description.

Question 11 brings the evaluator to question how focused a step is on the "what" is being done rather than in expressing "how" it is doing that. If the step is not written in a declarative way, such as in Figure 4.5, then the evaluator should question it now.

Finally, Question 12 aims to balance the need to express actions with fewer words and details with the need to make the scenario understandable for every team member involved. If a step is too abstract or vague that makes the evaluator confused about what would be the actual user flow to perform that step, than it needs to be clearer than it is.
6. FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

This chapter elaborates a summary of the results found, revisiting the research question. Later, it presents the publications we performed to acquire early feedback on our work, limitations of the current document and suggested future research ideas.

6.1 Summary of Results

With the 18 interviews performed, we have gathered enough data to define 8 newly-labeled quality attributes in Chapter 4.4, suited to evaluate BDD scenarios and summarized in Table 4.5. This list of attributes answers our RQ1 about *What are the quality attributes suited to describe a "good" BDD scenario by the view of different members of software development team?*

Due to the deep understanding about how those newly-defined attributes were assembled, we could also represent them into a question-based checklist format, similar to the one used by Cockburn [4] and represented in Figure 2.2 to evaluate use cases. Our question-based checklist is summarized in Table 5.1 and presented in Chapter 5, along with a reading strategy to use it – to start evaluating the feature file as a whole (answering Questions 1 and 2), then proceeding to focus on each scenario (answering questions 3 to 8) and on each step (questions 9 to 12).

6.2 Lessons Learned

Since the beginning, we were guided by a certain theory on how requirements are evaluated, in the form of our literature-informed attributes. These attributes would ground our findings into a known and accepted terminology and would be mapped to practitioner’s criteria – each attribute to a single personal evaluation criteria specific to BDD scenarios, a thought that motivated the question 13 in our interview questionnaire in Table 3.2.

In the end, these attributes aided practitioners to phrase their evaluation criteria, often abstract and subjective, into proper words. The contemplation about the meaning of those words into BDD scenarios alone was often informally praised by practitioners as a nice experience. However, as explained in the beginning of Chapter 4, we could not map each attribute uniquely to a certain personal criteria due to the many interpretations of each attribute. That impossibility reduced the need of the answers to question 13 in our interview questionnaire in Table 3.2, which were used only to aid in the grouping of interpretations and criteria that lead to our 8 newly-labeled quality attributes.

Without these literature-informed attributes, maybe some evaluation criteria would have been forgotten by the practitioner’s which would make it harder to join their spoken criteria into a proper model. However, the suggestion that BDD scenarios could be evaluated with a set of criteria
had lead to some debate into the Cucumber community\(^1\), as some see more value in evaluating the whole BDD process (and conversations) or not to evaluate them at all. We fear our use literature-informed attributes to guide our interviews may have motivated some practitioner’s to dismiss our invite to be interviewed, so we suggest future researchers to be more attentive on how practitioner’s could react to certain research design decisions.

Additionally, the idea of using Diaspora’s scenarios has been proposed only to comply with the ideas underlying the questions used by Heck and Zaidman [15]. In the end, those convenient scenarios were an excellent media to channel practitioner’s critics and allow the emergence of suggestions to improvements, which in turn lead the interviewer to better understand practitioner’s evaluation criteria and what they valued in BDD scenarios. We strongly suggest similar efforts to use requirements from open source real projects in future studies.

6.3 Publications

In order to collect early feedback about our research design decisions, explained in Chapter 3, we reported the pilot study with 15 novice students in the 2017 Workshop on Empirical Requirements Engineering (EmpiRE’17) in conjunction with the International Requirements Engineering Conference under the title *On the Empirical Evaluation of BDD Scenarios Quality: Preliminary Findings of an Empirical Study* [26].

Additionally, in order to gather early feedback on how to present our findings from the interviews, explained in Chapter 4, we reported the insights taken from 8 interviews in the 2018 International Working Conference on Requirements Engineering (REFSQ’18) under the title *On the Understanding of BDD Scenarios’ Quality: Preliminary Practitioners’ Opinions* [27].

6.4 Limitations

Due to our focus on requirements engineering, we explicitly focused on the business facing part of BDD scenarios, as shown in Figure 2.5. Therefore, the most explicit limitation of our newly-defined attributes and question-based checklist is the fact that they may not be suited to review the automation code required to allow BDD scenario’s steps to validate the product and work as a executable specification as envisioned by Adzic [1].

Additionally, we only focused on the formalization part of a typical BDD process, as seen in Figure 2.6. How to evaluate conversations and examples taken from those, or even how to better construct those examples to generate good BDD scenarios, was out of our scope.

Furthermore, a study threat to validity is the fact that only the main researcher was involved into the coding process may have impacted the themes creation in an unforeseen way, even with the careful review of the advisor. Also, we have not taken into consideration the gender, role, location

\(^1\)https://groups.google.com/forum/#!msg/cukes/wfjhwURkt4E/95f9Z0mEAQAJ;context-place=forum/cukes
nor the type of industry a participant works into to reflect upon the data taken from the interviews. Therefore, we acknowledge that different contexts may need to use different quality criteria and thus a different question-based checklist. We tried to mitigate this effect interviewing people from many different areas and companies, but acquiring people from very different backgrounds was not out main goal when selecting participants for the interviews.

Finally, we could have phrased the items in our question-based checklist in many different ways, so we have to acknowledge that our own language bias may have driven us to write them in that way presented in Chapter 5.

6.5 Future Work

The findings of this dissertation, its contributions, and limitations, indicate several possibilities for further research, as follows:

1. Further research considering good and bad automation coding practices used with BDD scenarios. As this side of BDD scenarios is not covered by our research, the question on how to create "good" BDD scenarios automation code may yield additional quality criteria that could enhance ours;

2. Further research considering good and bad conversations practices impact BDD scenarios. As these serve as inputs for BDD scenarios, the question on how to have conversations to generate "good" examples may yield additional quality criteria that could enhance ours;

3. Further empirical research to validate our question-based checklist and newly-defined attributes, validating how useful it can be to practitioners is envisioned by us. We suggest an additional care to select practitioners based on different experience level and contexts in order to also mitigate our threat to validity.

There are certainly other roads to future research that we have not foreseen. Due to the fact this is the first work on the topic of requirements quality in BDD scenarios, our focus was strictly on the requirements' side of BDD scenarios. However, BDD scenarios are the formalization of examples taken from conversations among the development and client teams and are most often written alongside their automation code – so there is still much to explore in order to qualify how good BDD writing practices are.
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